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Executive Summary
In an effort to diversify its economy and create year-round tourism
demand, the Town of Meeker (the “Town”) and Rio Blanco County
(the “County”) have commissioned this feasibility study to explore
the viability of a facility that leverages the area’s natural outdoor
recreation assets and existing industry micro-clusters to create a truly unique center that will become a regional destination. In order for
the proposed facility, hereinafter referred to as the Center for Outdoor Adventure or the “Center,” to provide a unique and appealing
destination, it will have to feature elements that are not currently
found in the surrounding region. The feasibility study will explore in
detail the status of the outdoor experience market both regionally
and nationally, which will provide the framework and context for the
viability of the proposed Center.
Competitive Advantage

According to a 2013 survey conducted by the Colorado Parks & Wildlife (CPW), thirty-six, sixteen, and twelve percent of all Coloradans
participate in fishing, hunting, and big game hunting, respectively.
The County and Town are well positioned to capitalize on this activity
due to their location near the White River National Forest. The White
River National Forest hosts abundant wildlife and is the most visited
National Forest in the country. The Town is known for big game
hunting opportunities in the Flat Top Wilderness (included in the
White River National Forest) area and excellent fishing along the
White River. The Flat Top Wilderness features the largest elk herd in
the state. The White River runs across the entire County from east to
west and is considered one of the best kept secrets in the State for
fly fishing. These unique competitive advantages will be leveraged to
allow the Center to yield maximum economic impact.

Total Addressable Market

According to a 2011 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Survey, over 90 million U.S.
residents sixteen years of age and older participated in wildliferelated recreation. During that year, 33.1 million people fished, 13.7
million hunted, and 71.8 million participated in at least one type of
wildlife-watching activity including observing, feeding, or photographing wildlife in the United States.
The five-year comparison of estimates from 2006 to 2011 shows a
three percent increase in the total number of people, sixteen years
of age and older, participating in wildlife recreation activities in the
United States. The increase was primarily among those who fished
and hunted.
$2.98 billion was spent in Colorado on Wildlife-related recreation in
2011 with fifty-two percent of this total, or $1.54 billion dollars,
spent on fishing and hunting alone. These wildlife-related expenditures include trip-related and equipment expenditures associated
with fishing, hunting, and wildlife watching.
Existing Industry Micro-Clusters

In 2013, the National Sporting Goods Association (NSGA) reported
that the U.S. archery market was a $535 million market and had seen
significant growth in the past thirty years. Specifically, the Archery
Trade Association (ATA) reported that the number of archers/bowhunters grew by fourteen percent from 2013 to 2015, reaching a total of 21.6 million participants. The Town is well positioned to
capture economic activity from this industry segment due to its proximity to hunting game and being home to two of the largest bow
string manufacturers in the world.

Experts within the guide and outfitter industry have reported significant growth in the last several years as the hunting and fishing industry overall grew in terms of participation and expenditures. The outdoor and wildlife recreation industry is seeing an increasing number
of participants who are looking to experience what outfitters have to
offer in order to increase the probability of having a successful hunt.
The Town already has a micro-cluster within this industry segment as
there are sixteen outfitters located in Meeker that specialize in guiding services in and around the Flat Tops Wilderness area.
Proposed Center for Outdoor Adventure

The proposed Center will leverage the Town’s competitive advantages and existing micro-clusters to capture a significant portion
of the total addressable market within the region. In order to differentiate and attract sufficient interest from potential visitors and establish itself as a destination attraction, the Center will need to provide a unique blend of activities and technologies including the most
popular traditional shooting sports amenities, the latest simulation
technology, expert instruction, and retail and rental equipment that
focuses on all types of outdoor adventures. Additionally, the proposed 68,000 square foot facility will feature Olympic-style indoor
archery classrooms for instruction, and a pro-shop.
While Colorado Parks & Wildlife (CPW) is preparing to construct a
major outdoor shooting complex (the Cameo Complex) in the Town
of Palisade (90 minutes SW from Meeker), the proposed Center in
Meeker is significantly different in scope and mission and is expected
to successfully compete for visitation and consumer spending. Additionally, individuals within CPW have confirmed that due to the differences of the proposed Center in Meeker and the Cameo Complex,
CPW would likely be able to show support for the Center in Meeker.

Proposed Financial Structure

Total investment in the facility is estimated at approximately $9.8M
and will require public participation to be financially feasible. One
potential financing structure would involve the public sector owning
the facility and leasing it to a private-sector operator. The project will
require public entities to contribute $3.8M for initial construction
costs, with an additional $4.1M coming from State and Federal
funds, and $1.9M financed by the operator. Public investment will be
paid back through a lease agreement with the operator. During the
first ten years of operation, the private sector will pay approximately
$5.7M in lease payments to the public entities that invested in the
facility. After ten years, the operator will have the option to purchase
the facility from the public sector.
In addition to up-front capital investment, the Center will require the
a public-private partnership for the first ten years by way of Tax Increment Financing (TIF). After the first ten years, the Center will be
fully stabilized and will no longer require TIF. The proposed financing
structure provides for financial feasibility of the Center and has the
potential to make a substantial impact on the local economy.

Colorado Elk
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1 | Colorado Tourism & Outdoor Recreation
In order to estimate a reasonable participation rate for the Center
for Outdoor Adventure, it is necessary to understand the existing
demand drivers for tourism throughout the State and the County. It
is also important to determine how many of these residents and
nonresidents participate in outdoor activities in Colorado. This analysis will aid in determining the feasibility of the Center and what markets should be targeted in order to reach the greatest amount of
participation.

Colorado Outdoor Recreation & Tourism
Colorado Land Ownership

Private lands comprise fifty-five percent of Colorado’s nearly sixtyseven million acres, the largest portion of any land ownership type.
Federal agencies own thirty-seven percent of all lands, state agencies
own five percent, and local governments, land trusts, and nonprofit
organizations combined have possession of slightly less than one
percent of Colorado’s total land base. The abundance of public lands
in Colorado has a tremendous impact on outdoor recreation activity
by providing easy access for outdoor enthusiasts. The distribution of
land ownership can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Overview of Colorado
The U.S. State of Colorado is divided into sixty-four counties and encompasses most of the Southern Rocky Mountains as well as the
northeastern portion of the Colorado Plateau and the western edge
of the Great Plains. Colorado is the 22nd most populous State with a
population of 5,456,574 in 2015. Colorado’s population has grown by
8.5 percent since the 2010 U.S. Census, making it the 3rd fastest
growing State in the Nation.
Sixty percent of the State’s residents reside in the Denver Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Colorado's primary mode of transportation (in terms of passengers) is its highway system. Interstate 25 (I25) is the primary north–south highway in the state, connecting
Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Denver, and Fort Collins. I-25 extends
north to Wyoming and south to New Mexico. I-70 is the primary
east–west corridor that connects Grand Junction and the mountain
communities along the Western Slope with Denver.

State, 3,237,575

Private,
36,714,730

Private Protected, 1,284,759
Local, 349,867

Federal,
24,886,303

Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Figure 1: Distribution of Colorado Land Ownership
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Colorado Outdoor Participation Trends

In 2013, Colorado Parks and Wildlife administered an Outdoor Recreation Participation Public Survey to 7,000 Coloradans. The purpose
of the Public Survey was to learn 1) recent outdoor recreation participation and activity trends; 2) where and how often people were participating in outdoor recreation activities; 3) preferences for services
and types of outdoor recreation facilities; and 4) preferences for future investments and priorities for development, programming and
management of public lands.
Overwhelmingly, ninety percent of Coloradans participated in some
form of outdoor recreation in Colorado during the year. About sixtysix percent of all Colorado residents recreated outdoors at least one
day per week, on average. The survey revealed that sixty percent of
Coloradans will either greatly increase or somewhat increase their
participation in outdoor recreation over the next five years.

This column Intentionally left blank.

Hiking, jogging, camping and wildlife viewing were also popular activities in Colorado. Walking, hiking/backpacking, and picnicking make
up the three most popular outdoor recreation activities, as calculated by total statewide activity days. Thirty-six percent of all Coloradans participate in fishing annually. Almost sixteen percent of residents participate in hunting and twelve percent of Coloradans hunt
for big game. Table 1 below shows that fishing is one of the top five
activities in terms of statewide participation. The number of fishing
participation days in the State is more than four times the number of
participation days for big game hunting, and more than twelve times
the number of participation days for upland bird and small game
hunting. The popularity of fishing within the State will be a key factor
in the success of the Center. “Unique hunting” refers to all other animals hunted aside from big game, upland bird, and small game and
waterfowl.
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Colorado Outdor Recreation Trends (2012)
Activity
Walking
Hiking/Backpacking
Picniking
Fishing
Tent camping
Skiing or snowboarding at a ski area
Jogging/Running (outdoors)
Swimming (outdoors)
Road biking
Playground activities
Mountain biking
Wildlife viewing (including birding)
Golf
Snowshoeing or cross country skiing
ATV riding or 4-wheel driving
Sledding/tubing
Unique hunting
Team or individual sports (outdoors)
Developed/RV camping
Target or skeet shooting

%
Population
66.3%
51.9%
37.1%
36.4%
35.6%
33.5%
30.8%
30.2%
27.2%
22.3%
22.1%
19.2%
18.7%
17.7%
16.9%
15.7%
15.6%
14.9%
14.8%
13.7%

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# of Activity
Rank by
Days
Days
103,861,714
1
47,600,791
2
17,312,343
8
26,411,408
6
14,158,319
12
14,546,563
10
46,888,810
3
17,662,875
7
32,772,438
4
26,516,371
5
15,397,750
9
14,456,827
11
11,180,042
15
7,108,319
16
13,190,020
13
3,503,863
23
12,205,823
14
6,474,549
17
6,368,714
18

Activity
Power boating
Rock climbing
Big game hunting
Whitewater rafting
Upland bird and small game hunting
Backcountry skiing
Horseback riding
Water skiing
Off-road motorcycling
Ice skating (outdoors)
Kayaking
Snowobiling
Ice fishing
Jet skiing*
Canoeing
Waterfowl hunting
Geocaching
Stand up paddleboarding*
Sailing*

%
Population
13.3%
12.5%
12.0%
9.3%
8.0%
7.5%
7.4%
7.0%
5.6%
5.3%
5.1%
5.0%
4.9%
4.1%
3.6%
3.4%
2.8%
2.6%
1.3%

Rank
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

# of Activity Rank by
Days
Days
6,290,670
19
3,911,605
21
6,091,660
20
3,827,896
22
2,964,683
27
2,328,741
31
2,874,784
28
3,284,044
24
2,420,919
30
816,630
35
3,191,695
25
1,955,665
32
2,544,540
29
1,678,259
33
602,243
36
1,420,099
34
3,088,773
26
406,957
37
383,383
38

Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Table 1: Colorado Outdoor Recreation Trends (2012)
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Total Outdoor Recreation Spending

The 2013 survey conducted by Colorado Parks and Wildlife also contains a section pertaining to total outdoor-recreation spending as a
State and by separate geographic regions throughout the State. Rio
Blanco County is located in the Northwest (NW) region.
An estimated 313,000 jobs in Colorado are supported by outdoor
recreation expenditures (including clothing, equipment, travel and
lodging expenditures related to outdoor recreation activities), which
account for 13.2 percent of all jobs in Colorado. In the Northwest
region alone, nearly 92,000 jobs are supported by outdoor recreation, representing approximately one-third of the entire adult population in that region. The NW region is also where spending related
to outdoor recreation is greatest (as seen in Figure 2). Specifically, in
2013 approximately $6.8 billion was spent on outdoor recreation in
the NW region, or thirty-two percent of total outdoor recreation
spending in the State.

Southwest,
$1,714
South Central,
$3,268
Southeast,
$902
Northeast,
$367

(numbers in millions)

Northwest,
$6,844

North Central,
$5,574

Metro, $2,391
Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Figure 2: Total Outdoor Recreation Spending by Region in 2013

While much of the NW region’s spending occurs at ski resorts, it
demonstrates that individuals from all over the State travel to the
region in great numbers to participate in activities they can’t find at
home. The Center will have a greater chance of success if it is able to
appeal to these visitors by also offering a desirable amenity that isn’t
found in other regions of the State.
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Outdoor Recreation Within the State

Regional outdoor recreation participant data was further evaluated
to identify outdoor recreation travel patterns (see Figure 3). The
larger the arrow, the greater the number of residents traveling to or
from that region. The percentage of total statewide activity days that
occur in each particular region is the blue number in the top of the
square. The green number in the bottom of the square is the percentage of total regional activity days that occurs in that same region; the lower the percentage, the more residents that are traveling
outside of their home region to participate in outdoor recreation.
The formula is stated below:

% of Total Statewide Activity Days
% of Activity Days Spent in Own Region

Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Figure 3: Outdoor Recreation Travel Patterns
The North Central region is by far the most popular region for outdoor recreation with almost 140 million days of activity. This region
is home to popular attractions like Rocky Mountain National Park, as
well as abundant outdoor opportunities in Boulder and Larimer
Counties. The Northwest and Metro regions are also popular destinations. Not surprisingly, skiing/snowboarding at resorts was the
most popular behind walking and hiking in the Northwest region.
Other key results include:
•

Fishing is extremely popular in the South Central (~ 6 million activity days) and Northwest regions (~4.7 million activity days).
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•

•

In the Northwest, skiing/snowboarding makes up 10 million activity days by Coloradans alone, which can be expected as it is
home to most of the resort towns along the I-70 corridor.
Fifty-three percent of the big game hunting activity takes place
on the western slope.

Annual Visits to Colorado National Forests

In Colorado, total annual visits to National Forests was estimated at
28.8 million, totaling more than 30 million visitors in 2012. The United States Forest Service (USFS) collects visitation data via the National Visitor Use Monitoring (NVUM) survey. Each National Forest
conducts a year-long NVUM survey once every five years, however
data for each forest is not necessarily reported during the same year.
Of the top twenty most visited National Forests across the country,
five are located in Colorado. Nationally, Colorado’s White River National Forest is the most visited, with 12.2 million visits per year
(2012) as can be seen in Figure 4.
Visitation in the White River National Forest grew from 9.1 million
visitors in 2008 to 12.2 million in 2012. Most of those visiting the
White River National Forest come to experience the many ski resorts
(Vail, Aspen, Breckenridge, Snowmass, Arapahoe Basin and others)
and to hike some of Colorado’s most picturesque peaks that rise
above 14,000 feet (Maroon Bells, Castle Peak, Pyramid Peak and
others). Colorado residents and nonresidents alike have shown a
willingness to travel many hours to ski, hike, camp and experience
the wildlife and atmosphere in the White River National Forest. The
Center can use this existing tourism-related atmosphere to attract
participants to come to Meeker and have a new experience. The indoor shooting, wildlife watching tours and outdoor adventures associated with the Center will be attractive to a broad market of outdoor enthusiasts.

Estimated Annual Visits to Colorado's National Forests
(in thousands)

Arapaho-Roosevelt (2010)
Grand Mesa Gunnison (2009)
Medicine Bow/Routt …
Pike-San Isabel (2011)
Rio Grande (2010)
San Juan (2011)
White River (2012)
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Figure 4: Estimated Annual Visits in Colorado National Parks
Rio Blanco County is home to the Flat Top Wilderness area, which is
located in the Northwestern corner of the White River National Forest. The close proximity of the Town of Meeker to this Colorado attraction aids in positioning the Town as an ideal location for outdoor
recreation enthusiasts to come and enjoy the outdoors.
Tourism in Colorado

Tourism is the second largest industry in Colorado, and a considerable portion of Colorado’s tourism economy relies on outdoor recreation resources and public lands. Statewide, more than 144,000 people are employed in the tourism sector and they collectively earn
nearly $4 billion annually. As shown in Figure 5, outdoor trips, touring trips, and skiing trips accounted for about 7.3 million overnight
visitors in 2011, representing approximately twenty-five percent of
all overnight visitors and fifty-one percent of key marketable over14

night trips. Total visitor spending from touring trips, outdoor trips
and ski trips contributed approximately $3.3 billion to Colorado’s
economy in 2011 (about thirty-five percent of all visitor spending).
Camping, hiking, and guided hunting trips are included in the “outdoor trips” while the site seeing, park tours, extended hiking tours
and wildlife watching trips are included in the “touring trips.” There
are twice as many touring trips as there are skiing trips each year in
the State. This is good news for the Town since there are no ski resorts in the County or in the Flat Tops Wilderness. Offering a quality
touring/wildlife watching experience will be a major opportunity for
the Center to significantly expand its addressable market to include
those tourists looking for the touring experience.

Casino,
8%
City trips,
10%

Combined
businesspleasure,10%
Special event
trips, 15%

Country resort
trips, 6%

This column Intentionally left blank.

Touring trips,
22%
Outdoor trips,
20%

Ski trips, 9%

Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Figure 5: Overnight Travel Segments by Trip Type, 2011
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Hunting, Fishing & Wildlife Watching in Colorado
Wildlife-Related Recreation Among Residents and Nonresidents

The National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recreation report (2011) provided by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
provides data for the hunting, angling and wildlife watching industries on a State level. The report defines “sportspersons” as individuals who fished, hunted or participated in both activities during the
year. The report was used to compare the popularity of wildlifeassociated recreation in Colorado to the rest of the region. Table 2
highlights the number of resident-participants (defined as individuals
living within each respective state) sixteen years of age and older
that participate in wildlife related activities for Colorado and several
neighboring states, while Table 3 shows the total number of wildlife
related activity participants within each State. In total, there were
2.2M resident wildlife participants in Colorado, but 2.7M total participants. In other words, Colorado “imports” approximately 518,000
wildlife activity participants every year from throughout the region.
These out-of-State visitors will play an important role in the success
of the Center.
It is important to note that there are significantly more wildlife
watchers than there are sportspersons, suggesting that it will be very
important for the Center to provide activities and resources that are
appealing to wildlife watchers as well as sportspersons.

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Colorado

Utah
Sportspersons

Wyoming

Kansas

Wildlife Watchers

Source: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Table 2: State by State Comparison of Wildlife-Related Recreation
2011 (000s)

3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
-

Colorado

Utah
Sportspersons

Wyoming

Kansas

Wildlife Watchers

Source: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Table 3: Wildlife-Related Participation Occurring Within Each State in
2011 (000s)
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Wildlife-Related Expenditures in Colorado

Table 4 shows that there was a total of approximately $2.98 B spent
in Colorado on wildlife-related recreation in 2011. Of this total, $1.54
B, or fifty-two percent of total wildlife-related expenditures, was
spent on fishing and hunting. These wildlife-related expenditures
include trip-related and equipment expenditures associated with
fishing, hunting and wildlife-watching within the State. One of the
goals of the Center is to position Meeker and the County to capture
a greater portion of the hunting and fishing spending that is occurring within the State.
Expenditures for Wildlife-Related Recreation in Colorado (2011)
(Population 16 yrs. & older. Expenditures in Thousands of Dollars)
Type
Total
Trip-related Equipment
Other
Total Wildlife-Related $ 2,975,305 $ 1,239,959 $ 1,549,645 $ 185,701
Fishing & Hunting
$ 1,543,221 $ 624,323 $ 827,397 $ 91,501
Wildlife-Watching
$ 1,432,084 $ 615,636 $ 722,249 $ 94,199
Source: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Table 4: Colorado Wildlife-Related Expenditures in 2011
According to the Colorado Parks & Wildlife, approximately 950,000
people hunted and fished in Colorado during 2015, many on public
lands. Colorado is home to the world's largest elk population at nearly a quarter of a million elk. It also supports the largest migrating
mule deer herd, bighorn sheep, sage grouse, and hundreds of other
native species. The beautiful landscapes, large herd sizes and availability of “huntable” land are a few of the reasons why Colorado is
one of the most popular hunting destinations.

portunity to catch over 80 species of both cold and warm-water fish.
A Colorado fishing license is significantly less expensive than a hunting license, which likely has a positive impact on fishing participation
rates.
According to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, there were approximately 1.8 million people who participated in wildlife watching in
Colorado during 2011, twice the number of sportspersons that hunt
& fish. Since wildlife watching can simply be defined as watching wild
animals in their natural habitat, this type of outdoor recreation may
occur throughout the entire State. However, some species such as
most big game animals (bears, elk, deer, pronghorn, moose) may
only be seen in the mountainous regions of the State. Many of those
living within the Denver MSA, who make up sixty percent of the
State’s population, have shown that they are willing to travel to the
outer regions of the State in order to engage in wildlife watching.
Wildlife watching is the simplest and least expensive form of outdoor
recreation and this may be why there is such a high rate of participation. However, while it may be relatively “cheap” to be a wildlife
watcher, there are many who enjoy this form of recreation enough
to travel throughout the State to see different species, various habitats, and to simply enjoy being in the outdoors. The popularity regarding wildlife watching cannot be overlooked when creating an
outdoor destination in Colorado.
In this regard, it will be important for the Center to develop offerings
that appeal to wildlife watchers such as education on tracking, safety, conservation, and best practices. Wildlife tours that begin and
end at the Center is one way of potentially capitalizing on the interest in wildlife watching in the Flat Tops Wilderness.

With more than two dozen gold medal trout fisheries, Colorado is
renowned for its fishing. There are more than 6,000 miles of streams
and 2,000 lakes and reservoirs to choose from, providing ample op17

Town of Meeker
Rio Blanco County
Colorado
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Photo Credit: Town of Meeker, CO

2 | Area Summary
The subject site for the proposed Center features many marketable
attributes that must be utilized in order to attain the greatest
amount of participation. It is important to highlight these attributes
in order to successfully differentiate the Center and the Town of
Meeker.
Location Overview

The subject site is located in the Town of Meeker in Rio Blanco County, Colorado. Rio Blanco County, situated in the northwestern area of
the State, features multiple forests, rivers, mesas, peaks and various
species of wildlife. The Town of Meeker can be accessed by Colorado
State Highway 13, which stretches from Rifle (60 miles NE of Grand
Junction, along Interstate 70) to Craig (40 miles East of Steamboat
Springs, along CO Route 40) or by Highway 64 which runs East and
West connecting Meeker to the Town of Rangely.

Natural Attractions
The Flat Top Wilderness

The Flat Tops Wilderness (the “Wilderness”) area is found east of
Town, and along the County border that separates Rio Blanco and
Garfield counties. This is the largest wilderness in the State with a
total of 235 thousand acres and 160 miles of trails. The Town of
Meeker is considered the “Gateway to the Flat Tops” and that reputation can be leveraged to attract visitors to the Center.
Thousands of recreationists in search of hiking, camping, horseback
riding, hunting and fishing visit the Wilderness each year. The land is
ideal for hiking and traveling cross-country. Elk, deer and moose are
plentiful within the area. Most elk stay at higher elevations (8,50010,000’) in thick timber and oak brush. The Flat Tops are part of the
White River Plateau with an average elevation of about 10,000 feet.
Approximately 110 lakes and ponds, often unnamed, dot the country
above and below numerous flat-topped cliffs. Roughly 100 miles of
fishable streams are in the Wilderness.
Colorado is home to the world’s largest elk herd with an estimated
statewide population of 280 thousand elk. Historically, the Wilderness has featured the largest elk herd in the State. The most recent
statistics (2015-2016 Colorado Division of Wildlife Hunting Guide)
estimate that the deer and elk populations in the White River National Forest (“WRNF”) are roughly thirty-eight and thirty-nine thousand, respectively. It is important to note that while the WRNF
stretches from Rio Blanco County into Garfield and Eagle counties,
the majority of the Forest’s elk herd resides in the Flat Top Wilderness located along the southeastern border of Rio Blanco County.

Figure 6: Rio Blanco & Surrounding Colorado Counties

There are nine improved campgrounds, picnic facilities and fortyfour marked hiking trails in the Flat Tops Wilderness Area. There are
a total of seventeen Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) trails in the “Blanco
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Ranger District”, making it the most extensive OHV trail system in the
State. While motorized travel is restricted within the Wilderness, the
trail network allows outdoor enthusiasts and wildlife watchers to
easily access and experience the beautiful Wilderness.
The White River

The White River runs across the entire County from East to West.
The River is created by the confluence of multiple streams and small
rivers (North & South Forks) that originate high in the mountains of
the Flat Top Wilderness as seen in Map 1. Heavy annual snowfall
feeds the fresh mountain streams which run into the White River
from high mountain lakes. In western Rio Blanco County, the White
River turns southwest, flows past Rangely, where it is joined by
Douglas Creek, and then into Uintah County, Utah, where it joins the
Green River two miles south of Ouray, UT.

Multiple articles and reports have referred to the fishing along the
White River in Rio Blanco County as one of the “best kept secrets” in
the State. This is due to the relatively low traffic flow through the
area, and distance from the major resort communities in Colorado
such as Aspen, Vail, & Breckenridge. Although no major retail or other resort-type amenities currently exist in the County, the area has
experienced increased real estate development as high-income individuals have been attracted to the beauty and secluded nature of
the mountainous and riverfront properties in the area.
Map 1 highlights the geographic relationship between Rio Blanco
County, the Town of Meeker, the major traffic corridors and the natural assets in the area. Map 2 highlights the fishable rivers and
streams in and around the Town.

The White River provides habitat to rainbow trout, brown trout,
brook trout, and whitefish. The upper side of the White River (within
the national forest boundary) is home to the brook trout and cutthroats while the brown trout and rainbow trout tend to reside farther downstream in the main river near the Town. These cool mountain streams provide sustainable habitat for some of the largest trout
in Colorado.
Multiple fishermen have boasted about their exceptional fishing experiences along the White River. Although the average size among all
types of trout in the White River is approximately twelve to fourteen
inches in length, there have been multiple reports by fishermen who
claim to have caught rainbow and cutthroat trout ranging from
twenty-six to twenty-eight inches in length. While much of the White
River has limited access, anglers can take advantage of several public
access fishing areas near the Town.

Source: Google Earth

Map 1: Rio Blanco County & Surrounding Features
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Source: 2016 Colorado Parks & Wildlife Report

Map 2: Fishable Rivers Near Meeker and Corresponding Fishing Regulations
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Meeker Bow String Manufacturers

The Town is home to two major bowstring manufacturers:
Headhunter Bow Strings and Rocky Mountain Bowstrings. The presence of these bow string manufacturers adds to the existing reputation surrounding the Town as an ideal destination for hunting and
outdoor recreation and competition.

ing, paddle boarding on the lake, snowmobiling and cross-country
skiing. Figure 7 below shows some of the luxurious cabins located at
the Elk Creek Ranch.

Lodging & Resort Destinations in Meeker

Within the Town are five hotels that include the Blue Spruce Inn (42
rooms), the White River Inn (32 rooms), the Elk Mountain Inn (22
rooms), the Rustic Lodge (15 rooms) and the Meeker Hotel & Café
(14 rooms). The total number of rooms provided by Meeker hotels /
inns is 103 (excluding the Rambulin Bed & Breakfast and other lodging cabins). All of the town’s hotels are locally owned and operated.
Due to the low population size and off-highway rural location no major hotel brands have opened a location within the Town.
While the Town may not possess a large population or freeway location, there are many who have discovered its beauty and have invested in private estates. The Elk Creek Ranch is a luxury destination
located along the White River twenty minutes from Town, near
Buford, Colorado. Elk Creek Ranch is a private club of only sixtyseven members, making it one of the most exclusive fly fishing communities in North America. Membership at Elk Creek Ranch requires
ownership of one of the sixty-seven home sites that comprise the Elk
Creek Ranch Homeowners Association. Currently, only ten of the
sixty-seven lots are available. The expensive HOA fee associated with
Elk Creek makes it one of the most exclusive communities in the
State.
The Ranch also offers “off-river recreation” activities such as hiking,
horseback riding, skeet shooting, mountain biking, camping, canoe-

Source: Elk Creek Ranch Website (http://www.elkcreekranch.net/)

Figure 7: The Elk Creek Ranch Near Meeker, CO
The members own the 2,850 deeded acres of Elk Creek Ranch in
common. The HOA also manages a perpetual hunting and fishing
easement on the 4,200-acre K/K Ranch just downstream on the
White River, and a sixty year fishing lease on the 4,800 acre YZ Ranch
just up river. In combination, these ranches offer over twenty miles
of diverse fly-fishing habitat on the White River and along Elk Creek.
The close proximity of the luxurious Elk Creek Ranch to the Town will
aid in positioning the Town as an emerging tourist destination in the
mountains of Colorado. A map of Elk Creek Ranch and the surrounding land leased to the Ranch can be seen in Map 3.
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Meeker
Buford

Source: Elk Creek Ranch Website (http://www.elkcreekranch.net/)

Map 3: Elk Creek Ranch Fishing Easements
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Colorado Bull Elk
Flat Tops Wilderness
Rio Blanco County
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3 | Economic & Demographic Summary
In order to accurately estimate the number of residents from the
Town and the County that are likely to purchase a membership at
the Center, the demographics of, and current state of the local
economy must be considered. Accurately estimating the number of
memberships at the proposed Center will be essential in forecasting
the revenue, profitability, and the total cost of the Center and its
impact on the local industry cluster.

Demographic Overview of Meeker
In order to understand the demographic characteristics in and
around the Town of Meeker, three “drive times” were mapped within 10, 30 and 60-minute of the Town of Meeker using ESRI mapping
services. Within these “drive times,” all of the basic demographic
criteria (population, median household income, housing units, median age) were measured for the year 2015 and the estimated statistics for the year 2020. These characteristics are displayed in Table 5.

Town of Meeker Demographic Summary
Demographic
Characteristic
Population
(Meeker)

10
30
60
Minutes Minutes Minutes
2015
2,792
3,675
31,179
2020
2,968
3,882
31,795
Growth Rate
1.23%
1.10%
0.39%
Year

Population
Growth Rate
(USA)
Median Household
2015
Income (Meeker)
2020
Median Household
2015
Income (USA)
2020
Median Age
2015
(Meeker)
2020
Median Age
2015
(USA)
2020

0.75%
$56,739
$62,825

39.8
39.5

$58,570
$64,842
$53,217
$60,683
41.4
41.7
37.9
38.6

$56,186
$64,109

34.8
34.7

Source: U.S. Census, ESRI

Table 5: Summary of Meeker Demographic Characteristics
Map 4 shows the locations within each of the drive times. Within ten
(red area) and thirty (green area) minute drive times from the Town,
the population is growing at a relatively fast rate compared to the
national average. Within ten minutes of the Town, the population is
2,791, the median household income is $56,739 and the median age
is 37.9. As shown in Map 4 on page 26, the City of Rifle can be
reached within a 60-minute drive time (blue area) of the Town. The
City of Craig and the Town of Rangely can also be reached within a
60-minute drive time of the Town.
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Local Market
Market Size

The size of the local market is important for establishing the level of
demand that can be relied upon for the support of local businesses.
Tourism is an important factor and contributes to the health of many
local businesses, but ultimately the local market size often dictates
the number and type of business establishments and amenities that
can successfully operate within an area. Figure 8 depicts the population within a specified driving time, and shows that Meeker and
Rangely have a much smaller local market size than many of the
comparison communities.
200,000

Population

160,000
120,000
80,000
40,000
0

Source: ESRI

30)Min

Map 4: Map of Drive Times from Meeker

45)Min

60)Min

Source: ESRI

Figure 8: Market Size within Driving Radius
In addition to the current local market size, it is important to look at
growth trends within the same driving radii to get a better under26

Population* Growth

standing of future local market demand. Figure 9 shows the forecasted population growth trends through the year 2020. Forecasted
population growth over the next five years is much less in Rangely
and Meeker than the comparison cities (other than Rifle), and is not
expected to have a significant impact on the local market size. Overall, the small local market size poses a challenge in establishing the
County as a retail node. However, increased marketing efforts associated with the Center and the natural assets in and around the
Town will help establish the Town as an emerging tourist destination
with the State and the Nation. Successfully branding the Town as an
outdoor adventure location will be essential in the Center’s success
and in increasing tourism in the Area. Achieving these goal will take
time and a strong commitment from both the public and private
partners involved.
3.00%
2.50%
2.00%
1.50%
1.00%
0.50%
0.00%
!0.50%
!1.00%

30)Min

45)Min

Proximity/Access

The Towns of Rangely and Meeker are located along US Highway 64,
and are approximately 75 and 45 miles away from the nearest Interstate (I-70), respectively. US Highway 40 is the busiest highway near
Rangely and Meeker and is located approximately 18 and 45 miles to
the north, respectively. Additionally, US Highway 13 runs through
Meeker and serves as a connection between I-70, Highway 40, and
beyond to I-80.
Distance from major transportation corridors has been a factor historically in general tourism traffic, although hunting season and special events have shown that targeted tourism can be successful. Both
towns are under a two-hour drive to the nearest large city (Grand
Junction, Colorado), but the communities are far removed from the
nearest Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). In the case of Rangely,
the nearest MSA is Salt Lake City, Utah which is 222 miles to the
west. For Meeker, Denver is the nearest MSA and is located 225
miles to the east. Figure 10 shows that Rangely and Meeker are in
the middle of the range of the comparison cities in terms of the distance to the nearest MSA. The distance creates a disadvantage for
regional tourism and other industries that rely on the Front Range as
a key market.

60)Min

Source: ESRI

Figure 9: Population Growth within Driving Radius
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Figure 10: Distance to Nearest MSA
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Figure 11: Rio Blanco County Population 2001-2014

Economic Overview of Rio Blanco County
County Residents

The 2015 population for Rio Blanco County is estimated at 6,826
with the population split quite evenly between Meeker, Rangely and
unincorporated areas of the County. The County experienced gradual population decrease through the early 2000’s due to several years
of significant negative net migration. The population grew steadily
from 2006-2012 driven by a mixture of migration and natural population increase (see Figure 11).

Median Age

Rio Blanco County’s median age increased from 38.4 in 2000 to 40.8
in 2008, which was well above the state average (see Figure 12). The
Median age subsequently decreased to 38 in 2014, and is expected
to hold steady and decline slightly until it aligns with the Colorado
state average in the year 2020. The decrease in median age is attributed to an increase in the 0-17 age group, as well as an increase
in the 25-44 age group (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Median Age 2001-2020

Real Estate in Rio Blanco County
The real estate market is an important aspect of the local economy,
not only in terms of transactional activity, but also in terms of providing attractive and desirable housing for present and future employees. It will also have an impact on the land acquisition costs for the
Center.
The real estate market in Meeker has not fully recovered from the
housing crisis of 2008 and the average sales price was approximately
$180,000 in 2014, which is 8% less in than the 2008 average. The
number of transactions has yet to reach 2008 levels (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: Meeker Real Estate Market 2001-2014
Average sales prices in the rural parts of the County have been significantly more volatile than the Town. Part of the volatility is due to
the broad range of housing values, stretching from modest homesteads to river-front property in the million-dollar range. A few
transactions in the upper price range have the ability to lift average
prices in a significant way, which is what happened in 2008 and
2012. Although the average sales price was significantly lower in
2014 than in 2012 or 2008, the number of transactions has nearly
doubled from 2008 (see Figure 14).
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The temperature in Meeker closely follows the State average, while
the temperature in Rangely is more extreme in both the summer and
the winter. On average, Rangely is approximately five degrees warmer than Meeker and the State throughout the spring, summer, and
fall months, and is approximately ten degrees cooler during the winter months. It is not uncommon for temperatures to dip into the -20s
in Rangely during the winter. Figure 15 shows how average temperatures compare to the State and National averages.
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Overall, housing is very affordable within the Town of Meeker, and
the areas outside of Town provide a wide range of options that will
appeal to a diverse clientele. It is anticipated that increased visitation
driven from the Center will have a significant impact on the local real
estate market by increasing exposure to the diversity in housing options available near the Town for second home owners.
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Meeker

Rangely

Colorado

US

Source: usa.com

Climate
Temperature
It is important to consider the climate of the Town in order to understand what outdoor and recreational activities occur during all four
seasons. This will help estimate the participation rates of services
such as ATV & snowmobile tours/rentals, backpacking tours, wildlife
watching tours, fly fishing and others.

Figure 15: Average Temperature Comparison
Precipitation

The Towns of Meeker and Rangely receive approximately fifteen and
ten inches of precipitation per year, respectively. Both towns receive
less than the State average of seventeen inches per year (see Figure
16). Runoff from snowfall which feeds into the White River is vitally
important to both communities and serves as the source of drinking
30
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Figure 16: Average Precipitation Comparison
Air Quality

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has established the Air
Quality Index (AQI) as a method of establishing a daily measure of air
quality at a given location. Air quality ranges from low values to high,
or “Good” to “Very Unhealthy” depending on the level of air pollution. Air quality in Rio Blanco County is good with a median AQI value
of 40. The average AQI in the County is within the range of neighboring counties, but is higher than other agrarian counties such as Delta
(see Figure 17). Overall, the County’s AQI falls within the “Good” category more than 95% of the time.

This chapter emphasizes the strengths and weaknesses associated
with the location, demographics and local economy in the Town.
While the Town may currently experience lower visitation rates due
to its isolated location and distance from major cities, it possesses
the proper outdoor climate, air quality, and precipitation and overall
outdoor atmosphere needed to become a destination for outdoor
enthusiasts. The Town’s natural assets, growing number of luxury
resorts (High Lonesome Ranch & Elk Creek Ranch) and its gateway
location to the beautiful Flat Tops Wilderness will become primary
drivers in establishing the area as a tourist destination.
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Emerald Lake and Flat Top Peak
Flat Top Wilderness
White River National Forest
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4 | Hunting Industry Trends & Events
Recent Growth in the Hunting Industry
Marketing to the Hunting Community

Effective marketing is essential in the outdoor and hunting community. Poor marketing methods can “make or break” the success of a
facility such as the proposed Center. In order to effectively market
the proposed Center, it is important to be aware of industry trends
and events so as to reach the entire market in a manner that is attractive to current hunters, anglers and outdoor enthusiasts.
Outdoor Fitness Training

The sport of hunting has changed dramatically during the past decade. While hunters primarily hunt to obtain meat, many today also
participate in hunting for fitness and leisure purposes. Individuals
view hunting as an opportunity to “test” their physical ability to
track, find, and harvest an animal. Many of the major brands surrounding the hunting industry appeal to men and women who are
looking to become trained and well-fit for the outdoor experience.
One example of this outdoor fitness movement is Train to Hunt
(“TTH”), a company based out of Washington that hosts hunter
competitions across the nation that test physical strength and endurance. TTH offers online fitness programs, outdoor challenge
events, and advice on proper nutrition, equipment and shooting
techniques. While the online fitness programs may seem like other
standard fitness videos or classes offered at the local gym, TTH builds
upon these relatively standard workout programs by adding outdoor-related challenges to test one’s strength in the natural environment.

The TTH Challenge combines the thrill of adventure racing with the
exciting skills of bow hunting in a 2-day physical challenge. In 2014,
the first televised “TTH National Championship” was aired on the
Sportsman Channel. In the event, men and women make their way
through an outdoor obstacle course while holding their bows. These
participants lift sand bags, pass through tight spaces, stop to shoot at
targets and perform workout sets including push-ups, sit-ups, squats
etc. in the shortest amount of time. The TTH Challenges are strategically timed in the off season to help hunters prepare for the rigors of
the upcoming Fall and Winter hunting seasons. The 2016 events are
scheduled to take place in fifteen states across the country including
one in Eagle, CO on June 18th & 19th 2016.
Due to the highly competitive nature and difficulty associated with
TTH events, many “average” hunters may choose not to participate.
While the TTH has captured the more athletic and competitive outdoor athletes in the market, there is no existing event of this type
that appeals to the more “moderate” hunter. However, the huntingrelated workout and fitness programs provided by TTH and others
have successfully appealed to the bow hunting market as a whole.

Source: Train to Hunt

Figure 18: Train to Hunt Marketing Image
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Bow hunting requires added strength, strategy and precision. Bow
hunters must quietly stalk an animal in order to get within close
shooting distance, therefore most bow hunters share the common
goal of increasing their physical strength, endurance and shooting
accuracy. The athletic and fitness side of hunting could be incorporated into the training offerings at the Center to appeal to a growing
sector within the hunting and outdoor industry.

Hunting Events & Conferences
Hunting events and expos represent an excellent opportunity to
meet potential partners and operators of the Center, as well as to
advertise and secure interest in the facility. It will be important to
attend these events both during the planning stages, as well as after
the facility is operational. The goal should be to make connections
and explore opportunities to host additional events and conferences
in Town. Several major events will be described below.
Western Hunting & Conservation Expo

Source: Train to Hunt

Figure 19: Trevor Nestrath, the Men’s Open winner of the 2015 Train
to Hunt National Championship in Denver, CO
The TTH competition circuit isn’t the only type of outdoor fitness
training made available to hunters. Multiple other online stores and
physical gym locations have created tailored workout programs for
the hunting community. The majority of these programs are aimed
specifically toward bow hunters due to the increased difficulty of
hunting an animal with a bow, as opposed to a long range rifle.

The hunting industry offers an extensive line of products and services
including outfitting / guiding services, equipment, ammo, clothing,
hunting data/statistics, taxidermy services, trophy hunts, and more.
Professionals in the business and hunters alike come together at
events such as the Western Hunting & Conservation Expo (“WHCE”)
each year to market their products and services. This is also where
the world-record scoring deer and elk mounts are on display. The
WHCE is open to the public and has seen increased attendance during the past decade.
In February, 2016, the Western Hunting & Conservation Expo was
held in Salt Lake City, UT and raised more than $6 million for wildlife
conservation through auctions and tag drawings. Throughout the
weekend over 40,000 people walked the 330 thousand square feet
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of exhibit space to support more than 350 vendors and exhibitors,
many of which have already committed to return to exhibit at the
2017 Expo. For many outfitters, the Western Expo provides the biggest opportunity of the year to meet new clients and fill their schedules for the year. As seen in Figure 20, the expo focuses its proceeds
on conservation efforts to preserve and maintain the animal populations within the State of Utah.

Source: Utah Hunting & Conservation Expo

Figure 20: The Western Hunting & Conservation Expo

reasons, the WHCE has become the world’s largest, most popular
convention for big game hunters.
The International Sportsmen’s Expo

The International Sportsmen’s Expo (ISE) consistently attracts over
100,000 attendees and nearly 1,500 exhibiting companies. The ISE is
open to all individuals and businesses associated with the outdoor
recreation industry. This industry includes adventure-travel, hunting,
fishing, shooting-sports, boating and camping products and services.
These shows (four total) are held during the first quarter throughout
the largest western United States markets including Sacramento,
Denver, Scottsdale, and Salt Lake City. Each of the four ISE shows
display from 300 to over 600 leading resorts and lodges, outdoorproduct manufacturers, boat dealers, regional and specialty retailers,
hunting and fishing guides and outfitters, national and local conservation organizations, state and federal government agencies, and
non-profit groups.

The Shot Show

Aside from the WHCE, the next largest hunting event show in the
U.S. is the Shot Show held in Las Vegas, NV. The Shot Show is the
world’s premier exposition of combined firearms, ammunition, law
enforcement, hunting knifes, outdoor apparel, optics, and related
products and services. The Shot Show attracts buyers from all fifty
states and more than 100 countries. It is owned by the National
Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF). While the WHCE is geared specifically towards hunters and hunting outfitters, the Shot Show is a
“trade only” show and attendance is restricted to the shooting, hunting and outdoor trade and commercial buyers and sellers of military,
law enforcement and tactical products, and services only. For these

Source: Internation Sportsmen’s Exposition

Figure 21: The 2014 International Sportsmen's Expo in Denver
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The Deer & Turkey Expo

The Deer & Turkey Expos (DTE) are held annually in 6 states located
in the central United States including Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Florida and Illinois. Approximately 80 thousand attendees
attend these expos each year. Of these attendees, 97 percent hunt
whitetail deer and 8 out of every 10 attendees are bow hunters.
While the WHCE attracts both rifle and bow hunters, the DTE is primarily an expo for bow hunters. The WHCE held in Utah is mostly
geared towards hunters who prefer mule deer and elk, but the DTE
attracts those hunters interested in hunting whitetail deer due to the
higher population of whitetail in the central and eastern States.
It is generally known that whitetail deer exist primarily in the central
and eastern United States and that mule deer occupy the western
States (New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Montana, Oregon, Washington and California).

Growth in Archery and Shooting Range Participation
Growth in Target Archery Participation

According to the Archery Trade Association (ATA) 2013 report, there
were 18.9 million, or 8 percent of the U.S. population, that participated in archery and/or bowhunting during 2012. Of these 18.9 million “archers”, only 1.9 percent participate exclusively in bowhunting
while 10.4 million participated in target archery only. Those that participated in archery and bowhunting totaled 6.5 million. Recent estimates from the ATA state that the U.S. archery/bowhunting market
grew in total participation by fourteen percent, or from 18.9 million
to 21.6 million from 2012 to 2015.

chery competitions may be held indoors or outdoors. Indoor rounds
are normally shot at one distance, whereas outdoor competitions
normally consist of several distances. For a 1440 round, known until
2014 as 'FITA Round', standard indoor distances are 18m and 25m.
Outdoor distances range from 30m to 90m for senior Gentlemen
archers, and 30m to 70m for Ladies. The juniors have shorter targets
to shoot at. In Olympic archery, 70m is the standard range.
Due to this growth in the sport of target archery, it is strongly recommended that the proposed Center in Meeker feature a competitive archery range (at least 70m) for all archers, not just bow hunters. The use of various videos and images in a virtual archery range,
alongside 3D targets, would allow for both the experienced bow
hunter and the competitive archer to practice in the same arena.
Colorado Target Shooters

In 2012, the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF) reported
that approximately 364,699 Colorado residents participated in target
shooting during the previous year. Of these target shooters, approximately 242,000 are handgun users, 245,600 are rifle users, 213,000
are shotgun users and 31,500 are muzzleloader users. The overlap
indicates that many Colorado shooters prefer to use multiple types
of firearms. These target shooters aren’t necessarily all hunters, and
target shooting comes in many forms. Participants may shoot for
competition, hone their defensive abilities, test their marksmanship
or they may target shoot to prepare to hunt. Although more target
shooters use rifles, handgun users typically spend more days shooting, in part due to greater availability of indoor ranges in urban areas. Ensuring that all types of target shooters may practice and compete at the Center will aid in attracting the entire target-shooting
market.

Target archery, in which members shoot at stationary circular targets
at varying distances, is the most popular form of archery. All types of
bows (longbow, barebow, recurve and compound) can be used. Ar36

The White River
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5 | The Outfitting Industry
Introduction

Given the big game hunting reputation and the natural beauty associated with the Town, naturally it is a premier outfitter destination.
Sixteen of the sixty-four outfitters in the Colorado NW region are
located in the Town. In order to investigate possible opportunities
for the Center to appeal to the outfitting market, multiple conversations were held with outfitters across the country. Specifically, questions were directed to better understand the type of services offered, challenges, and strengths, to identify potential market opportunities. Conclusions were made as to how the Center may benefit
Meeker outfitters and possibly, provide training and business resources for outfitters nationwide.
Outfitter Definition & Qualifications

According to the Colorado Office of Outfitters Registration, an “outfitter” is defined as a person providing or soliciting to provide, for
compensation, outfitting services for the purpose of hunting or fishing on land that the person does not own.” An outfitting service is
defined as “providing transportation of individuals, equipment, supplies, or wildlife by means of vehicle, vessel, or pack animal, facilities
including but not limited to tents, cabins, camp gear, food, or similar
supplies, equipment, or accommodations, and guiding, leading, packing, protecting, supervising, instructing, or training persons or groups
of persons in the take or attempted take of wildlife.”
In most states, the process of becoming an outfitter only requires
the obtaining of a registration from the proper State division. In Colorado, the registration qualifications include:

•
•

•

be at least 18 years old;
hold a valid first aid card or first aid instructor’s card issued
by the American Red Cross or evidence of equivalent training; and
possess a minimum liability insurance coverage in the
amount of $50,000 for bodily injury to one individual in a
single accident and $100,000 for bodily injury to all individuals in a single accident, and submit to the director a surety
bond in the minimum sum of $10,000.

Within the outfitting service, a guide (or multiple guides) must obtain
a Guide License that authorizes the guide to “accept compensation
in any form commensurate with the market value in this state for
guiding services in exchange for aiding, assisting, directing, leading,
or instructing a person in the field to locate and take wildlife.” In order to become a guide in most states, the applicant must obtain a
guide license by scoring at least 80% on the guide license examination. This examination tests the applicant’s knowledge of Federal and
State hunting regulations, hunter safety rules, property/land rights
and conservation.
Growth in the U.S. Outfitter Industry

The U.S. outfitter industry has seen significant growth and attention
as the hunting and fishing industry continues to grow in terms of
both participation and expenditures. As a result, the demand for
well-educated outfitters and guides has increased.
According to the National Survey performed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service in 2011, 13.7 million hunters sixteen years of age and
older hunted on public land, private land, or both in 2011. Of this
number, 4.9 million or 36 percent hunted on publicly owned lands
compared to 11.5 million or 84 percent who hunted on privately
owned land. Most hunters, ranging from beginners to experts, un38

derstand the challenge of hunting on public land. During the hunting
season, the relatively smaller portion of “huntable” public land becomes densely populated with general season hunters. This reduces
the opportunity to harvest an animal, and thus significantly reduces
the possibility of harvesting a trophy animal. Thus, if outfitters want
to offer a high probability of harvesting the animal of choice, the
quality and quantity of the private land upon which an outfitter may
hunt with their clients becomes invaluable to the success of their
business.

Other factors that have added to the growth of the outfitter industry
include the growth in hunting “trip expenses” between 2001 and
2011 and in non-resident hunting participation. The hunting “trip
expenses” portion of the total hunting expenditures increased by
fifty-six percent between 2001 and 2011 from $6.6 billion to $10.4
billion. Trip expenses grew the most out of any of the huntingrelated categories of expenditures. The increase in trip related expenses indicates that hunters are becoming more willing to travel
and invest in a quality hunting experience.

Some hunters will approach landowners and personally seek to obtain permission to hunt on private land. These landowner relationships become very valuable and as a consequence, landowners may
charge a general hunting fee or implement land leasing rates in order to profit from the opportunity. Successful outfitters remove the
hassle for hunters seeking to obtain permission from the landowners
by establishing the relationship themselves by contracting with the
land owners, who lease the hunting rights to the outfitter. The outfitter then offers its services to hunters who wish to hunt on private
land. This creates a barrier-of-entry for those new outfitters who
don’t possess such hunting rights. The best outfitters in the U.S. possess the hunting rights for thousands of private land acres. It is the
quantity and quality of these private land acres for which the outfitter has hunting rights that determine, to a large extent, the success
of the outfitter.

Colorado Outfitters: Hunting & Fishing

The amount and quality of the private land leasing rights that outfitters obtain isn’t the only factor that an outfitter may use to differentiate themselves. There are many outfitters who take their clients
hunting on public land, but do so in a unique or worthwhile manner.
These outfitters who specialize in hunting public land may offer special services such as horseback riding/packing, unique knowledge of
the hunting unit, lodging in or near the hunting unit, etc.

According to the Colorado Outfitters Association there are 140 registered outfitters in the State of Colorado. The majority of these outfitters offer deer and elk hunts due to the big game reputation in Colorado.
In the northwest quadrant of Colorado, there are sixty-four outfitting
services, sixteen of which are located in the Town. Table 6 lists the
names of these Meeker outfitters and the various services they provide. These outfitters vary according to the public hunting units offered, availability and size of private land, lodging and horseback services. The outfitters listed in the table that do not offer horseback
services offer other means of transportation to the hunting unit(s)
via four wheelers or other vehicles. The outfitters that do not feature
a lodge or cabin for their guests offer outdoor tents located within
the hunting unit(s). Almost all of these Meeker outfitters offer “dropin camps” located within the public land where hunters will eat and
sleep in wall tents.
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Meeker Outfitters Comparison Table
Name
Adams Lodge Outfitters
Buford Guide Service
Code of the West Outfitters
H & H Outfitting

Public Hunting Units Served Hunting Fishing
24
23, 24
12, 24
22, 23, 11, 12, 211

J Bar H Outfitters
JML Outfitters
James Creek Outfitters

12
24
12, 211
2, 10, 11, 12, 21, 22, 23, 24,
Lone Tom Outfitting
201, 211
Lousiana Purchase Ranch
11, 211
Nine Mile Guest Ranch
3, 4, 22, 23, 109, 211, 301
Oak Ridge Outfitters
23, 211
Sable Mountain Outfitters
23, 24, 33
Sheep Creek Ranch Outfitters
22
Villa Ranch
11
Welder Outfitting Services
24
Western Outdoor Adventures
11, 22, 23

Featured Guided Hunts

Horseback Lodge/Cabins

Private Land

elk, moose
elk
elk
elk, mule deer, antelope,
mountain lion, bobcat
elk
elk, moose
elk, mule deer
elk, mountain lion
elk, mule deer
elk, mule deer, antelope
elk, mule deer
elk, mule deer, bear, moose
elk, mule deer
elk
elk, mule deer, moose
elk, mule deer, bear, antelope

(90,000 acres)
(10,000+ acres)
(1,300 acres)

(100,000 acres)

Source: Colorado Outfitters Association & Individual Outfitter’s Websites

Table 6: Meeker Outfitters Comparison Table
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Table 6 shows that the most common hunting units offered by outfitters in Meeker are units 11, 12, 22, 23 and 24—mostly due to their
close proximity to Meeker and the Flat Top Wilderness (see Map 5).

Source: Colorado Parks & Wildlife

Map 5: Colorado Big Game Hunting Units Surrounding the Town of
Meeker
All of the outfitters in Town offer a similar elk hunting experience
that typically includes a 5-day hunt (5 days for rifle, 6-7 days for archery), six nights of lodging in cabins or wall tents, meals, a licensed
hunting guide for every two to three hunters and assistance transporting game out of the Wilderness area to a local processing plant.
Non-hunting companions are welcome to join the hunters but must
pay their portion for lodging and food accommodations. Hunters
only need to bring their weapon (rifle, bow, muzzleloader) and their
personal gear. The average 5-day guided elk hunt for one hunter is
approximately $3,500. Transportation costs from the airport to the
ranch or outfitting destination and meat processing costs aren’t typically included in the hunting package.

QRS Outdoors

Quentin and Trina Smith operate an outfitting business that features
guided big game hunts in Colorado and Wyoming. In Colorado, there
are 17,000 private acres at the Rocky Mountain Ranch, located in
Jackson County (NE of Rio Blanco County), and other private properties, upon which guided hunts take place. In Wyoming, the Split Rock
Ranch offers 220,000 acres of private land for guided big game
hunts. Altogether, QRS offers 237,000 acres of private land where
the QRS hunting guides take clients to perform approximately 160
hunts per year.
A conversation was held with the owner, Quentin Smith in regards to
possible ways that the Center could benefit Colorado outfitters. Given Quentin’s background in agriculture, he has had experience in
holding agriculture-related seminars in Meeker. Well-known individuals within the agriculture industry were invited to come to Meeker
and speak at these events. Mr. Smith engaged in openly marketing
the seminars to farmers and ranchers in and outside the County.
However, these seminars experienced low participation rates.
In regards to seminars/instruction related to the business of outfitting, Mr. Smith stated that there exists a great need, especially for
new outfitters entering the industry to provide instruction on how to
perform financial accounting/taxes for the business, obtain the correct insurance policy for their business, learn the State regulations
regarding property rights and hunting/fishing laws, and lease private
land for hunting and grow their clientele. Mr. Smith expressed that
he would be willing to attend such a seminar if it would result in
higher revenue for his business. Mr. Smith feels that classrooms
should be made available at the proposed Center for such instruction. Mr. Smith also agrees that these instruction seminars need not
be the focal point of the Center, but an added service. The participa-
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tion rates for these types of seminars would increase over time as
the Center builds a reputation of excellence in outdoor recreation.

and living in the wilderness in order to stay fit and study the migration patterns of the animals.

Western Outdoor Adventures

Mr. Musgrave was also asked which methods he used to help his
clients train for their hunting experience. He operates his own private shooting range, featuring both rifle and archery targets for his
clients to practice on, which has proved sufficient in terms of helping
his clients prepare to fire an accurate shot at a live animal. The majority of his existing clientele are sufficiently educated in the hunting
community to know what will be physically required of them. Most
of his clients hike and scout the mountains during the year and as a
result, are sufficiently “fit” for the hunting experience offered by
Western Hunting Adventures.

Mr. Jeff Musgrave from Western Outdoor Adventures (located in
Meeker, CO) was interviewed to better understand the local outfitter
industry in the Town. Mr. Musgrave stated that due to changes in
societal trends and preferences, hunters prefer to pay for a guided
hunt, as opposed to a non-guided hunt, in order to have a more enjoyable experience and increase their chances of harvesting the animal of their choice. Mr. Musgrave says that “many hunters don’t
want to deal with, or simply don’t have the time to cook their food,
scout the area, set up and take down their camp. They just want to
put their four or five thousand dollars towards a hunt that they can
enjoy.”
Mr. Musgrave was asked about any additional training or expertise
that he feels he or his guides need in order to become more successful. He responded by stating that, of the 100 hunts offered by Western Outdoors Adventures each year, all 100 hunts are usually booked
near the beginning of the year between December and March. Many
of the clients are “repeat customers” who return to receive a similar
experience. Similar to the response of Mr. McCauley from Whitetail
Heaven, Mr. Musgrave stated that a successful outfitter operates on
a “word of mouth” or referral-type marketing style. Mr. Musgrave
says that his outfitting business is at a “self-sufficient” stage, but
many outfitters in the State have not yet arrived at this stage and as
a result, new outfitters often struggle to fill their hunting schedule
for the year.
Mr. Musgrave stated that given the capacity of his business (number
of guides and time availability), he is at full capacity and doesn’t need
additional support services like training. He trains his hunting guides
by requiring them to “learn the land” each week by hiking, scouting

When asked about specific trade shows or expositions that Mr. Musgrave attends to further market his services and learn from fellow
outfitters in the industry, he stated that the Deer & Turkey Expo and
the International Sportsmen’s Expo (ISE) are the events that he
chooses to attend each year due to the broad market of attendees at
the ISE and national exposure that is attained by attending multiple
expos in various states around the country.
Whitetail Heaven Outfitters in Kentucky

A conversation was held with Tevis McCauley, the owner of “Whitetail Heaven Outfitters” in Nicholasville, KY in order to provide additional insight into elements associated with a successful U.S. outfitter. Mr. McCauley expressed that the two largest “hurdles” or barriers that new outfitters face are market exposure and obtaining hunting rights to hunt on private land. He explained that his business is a
“referral business.” Successful customer experiences have led these
customers to refer other friends and family to Whitetail Heaven.
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Almost ninety-five percent of his customers are non-residents that
come in from the Northeast and Southeast regions of the U.S, and
Canada. Of these individuals, no specific group (age, income level,
ethnicity) makes up the majority of his clientele. Mr. McCauley believes that the price of his services is more than worth the experience received by his customers.
In addition to the expansive availability of “huntable” land, Whitetail
Heaven also adds value to the customer experience by providing
quality hospitality and meals at lodges located on site. Whitetail
Heaven prides itself in the overall experience, understanding that
good sleep, being well-fed, and having a successful hunt is what creates real satisfaction among its customers. Mr. McCauley sees many
outfitter start-ups fail in a short amount of time because they’re not
able to fill their schedules and make a profit if they have no established reputation in the industry. Once an outfitter service has the
hunting rights on private land and produces successful hunts on the
land, the outfitter will then benefit from referrals made among existing and prospective customers. Figure 22 shows the expansive lodge
located at Whitetail Heaven.

Source: Whitetail Heaven Outfitters, LLC Website

Figure 22: The Lodge at Whitetail Heaven Outfitters, LLC in Kentucky
Mr. McCauley receives emails on a daily basis from men and women
interested in becoming hunting guides. These individuals desire to
learn from and work for successful outfitters due to their already
established position in the industry. Similar to the comment of Mr.
Smith from QRS Outdoors, Mr. McCauley stated that new outfitters
would benefit from specific training and instruction at a facility such
as at the proposed Center that would focus on marketing methods &
strategies, obtaining hunting rights from land owners, beginning and
maintaining relationships with private land owners and maximizing
the customer experience through high quality lodging, food and supplemental services.
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Colorado Trout Unlimited

In order to better understand the nature of, and opportunities associated with the Colorado outfitters who offer angling services, a conversation was held with David Nickum, the Executive Director of Colorado Trout Unlimited. After a brief explanation of Meeker, the
White River and the proposed ideas for the Center, Mr. Nickum expressed his interest in the White River, specifically stating that “the
White River is one of the best fly fishing rivers in the State.” He also
expressed how he would like to see increased fishing participation
along the White River and that diversifying the local economy by
creating a new attraction related to outdoor recreation could be a
way for Meeker to attain that goal. He feels that the Center would
need to appeal to multiple market segments and not specifically target any one group of guides, outfitters, or outdoor enthusiasts.
Similar to the responses of Tevis McCauley and Jeff Musgrave, Mr.
Nickum stated that the market for new guides and outfitters is too
small to be the sole focus of a training facility. He also said that existing outfitters would be slow to pay for their guides to travel to
Meeker unless the benefit from the training proved to be highly
beneficial in terms of improved guiding experiences and helped outfitters grow their clientele base. However, Mr. Nickum suggested
that a guide training service could be one of many services offered at
the proposed Center. Mr. Nickum expressed how providing a “guide
school” and even general fly fishing lessons would only add to the
overall experience of the Center.
Outdoors International

Outdoors International (“OI”) is comprised of a group of outdoor recreation experts who classify themselves as “adventure consultants”
and they operate the number one ranked hunting blog in the world.
These consultants have personally experienced the trips that they

book with their clients and their recommendations carry a lot of
weight in the industry.
Specifically, OI works closely with 150 outfitters worldwide to schedule both hunting and fishing trips for their clients. Hunters and anglers want to find the best outfitter for their desired hunting experience. OI’s adventure consultants vet every trip they book to ensure
that the services provided by a recommended outfitter will meet the
client’s desired expectations. In essence, OI bridges the information
gap between sportsmen and outfitters. As a result, outfitters who
offer exceptional hunting and fishing experiences to their clients will
reap the rewards of proving their reputation on OI’s blog, and benefit from continued referrals from OI’s adventure consultants.
One of their employees, Mr. Clay Owens, grew up in Northwestern
Colorado and is very familiar with the Town, Rio Blanco County, the
Flat Tops Wilderness, and the hunting reputation associated with
Meeker. Similar to the responses of previously discussed conversations with hunting and fishing outfitters, Mr. Owens expressed the
fact that new outfitters entering the industry are faced with the difficult task of establishing a reputation in the outdoor community, obtaining leasing rights from private property owners, and exposing
their business to the outdoor market. Mr. Owens stated that an important element of the Center would be to offer business-related
instruction to new outfitters that would aid them in understanding
how to offer an exceptional customer experience, grow their clientele, and market their products and services in the outdoor community. However, Mr. Owens stated that this element, by itself, would
not be enough to sustain the Center. Other elements such as shooting ranges, outdoor hunting training competitions, and hunting and
fishing classes would be necessary elements in creating an “ultimate
outdoor training facility.”
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Mr. Owens stated that as a hunting consultant, he strives to keep
himself aware of changes or trends in the hunting and fishing industry. At this time, the most popular trends in the industry are becoming “fit” for the outdoors, outdoor training for the hunting season,
the organic lifestyle as it pertains to hunting, and the increased participation among females in bow hunting. Mr. Owen and Mr. Musgrave believe that due to changes in societal trends and preferences,
hunters are increasingly becoming more willing to pay for a guided
hunt in order to have a more enjoyable experience and increase
their opportunity of harvesting the animal of their choice.
It is Mr. Owen’s opinion that the Town of Meeker and the surrounding natural atmosphere have the potential to become a “hunting
mecca.” In order to establish this type of brand, Mr. Owens stated
that the proposed Center needs to appeal to all outdoor enthusiasts.
This would include the inexperienced and experienced hunters, anglers, and wildlife watchers. The Center should be open to individuals
and families, offering a range of services that appeal to the entire
outdoor-related market. Only then would residents and tourists
passing through Colorado be sufficiently interested to travel to
Meeker and visit the Center.
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6 | Additional Services & Amenities
Introduction

As will be discussed in future sections of this report, the proposed
Center will feature multiple indoor shooting ranges, food and beverage offerings, a pro-shop and multiple classrooms for instruction and
training. In order to broaden the scope of the Center and truly make
it a “Center of Outdoor Adventure,” it is recommended that additional services and amenities be included.

Wildlife-Watching and Site-Seeing Tours
National Wildlife Watching

According to a 2011 U.S. Fish & Wildlife Survey, over 90 million U.S.
residents 16 years and older participated in wildlife-related recreation. During that year, 33.1 million people fished, 13.7 million hunted, and 71.8 million participated in at least one type of wildlifewatching activity including observing, feeding, or photographing
wildlife in the United States.
Wildlife Watching in Colorado

According to the same study performed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife in
2011, there were approximately 1,456,000 Colorado residents who
participated in wildlife watching during the year, yet there were approximately 1,782,000 total participants (Colorado residents and
nonresidents) who participated in wildlife watching within the State
in 2011. Thus, Colorado is able to attract wildlife related activity participants from throughout the region, and not just from within the
State.

A survey conducted by the CPW in 2012 revealed that approximately
19.2 percent of Colorado’s residents participated in some form of
“wildlife viewing” during the year. Wildlife viewing was ranked the
12th most popular outdoor activity in the State with a total of
14,456,827 participation days.
As demonstrated in these reports, wildlife watching is a major component of outdoor recreation throughout the Nation, but especially
in Colorado due to the many species of wildlife and geographical features for participants to view and experience. Given the natural assets and wildlife in and around the Town, wildlife-watching tours
could be an additional service that could dramatically increase the
amount of tourism and participation at the Center.
Most of the wildlife watching throughout the State is done simply by
driving through National Forests and State Parks. While wildlife
watchers spend less on average than hunters and anglers, they still
spent over $55 billion on equipment and trip-related expenditures in
2011, and thirty-one percent of these expenditures are trip-related.
Wildlife watchers have shown that they are willing to travel to see
wildlife and stay overnight in order to visit unique locations.
There are already thousands of visitors who visit the Town, the Flat
Tops Wilderness, and the White River to experience the wildlife that
this area has to offer. However, a guided tour for wildlife watchers
could increase the incentive for wildlife watchers in and outside the
State to visit the Town and the surrounding wilderness. There are
many hunting guides that take clients into the Flat Tops Wilderness.
However, there is no guided tour of the Flat Tops Wilderness that is
focused on wildlife watchers.
The proposed Center could serve as the base camp for a wildlife
watching tour. Visitors could pay a tour fee and leave from the Center on a jeep, bus, or OHV and travel into the mountains, visiting lo47

cations along the way where the probability of seeing wildlife from
the road (or close proximity to the road) is highest.
Colorado Wilderness Rides and Guides (CWRG)

Currently, there are multiple site seeing tour agencies in the State.
The majority of these are located in and around the Denver MSA.
These tour agencies include jeep, helicopter, biking, rafting and hiking tours of the mountains and State Parks. These agencies aren’t
specific to wildlife watching, but site seeing in general. One of the
most well-known site seeing tour agencies in the State is “Colorado
Wilderness Rides and Guides” in Boulder, CO. This site seeing agency
offers a variety of activities that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backpacking trips
Bike tours
Education and Training (for first responders, guides, medical
professionals and outdoor enthusiasts)
Fly Fishing Trips & Instruction
Guided Hiking Trips
Horseback Riding
Rafting
Mountain Biking
Rock Climbing
Sightseeing tours
Ski tours
Snowshoeing
Team building activities

CWRG is likely able to charge more for its services than the Center in
Meeker due to the proximity of major population centers, but pricing
information will be included within this report as a reference. CWRG
offers package deals for their customers to allow them to participate
in multiple activities during the same visit. One of the packages in-

cludes a 1-hour horseback ride and a half day whitewater rafting trip
for $100 per person. Another package offers a 2-hour horseback ride
followed by a half-day rock climbing trip for $195 per person. Another package offers a full day of outdoor adventure split into rockclimbing and mountain biking trips for $260 per person. Other packages may be available by request for certain groups and preferred
activities. Transportation is provided for all of these activities. The
clients and the equipment are transported to the various destinations in vans as seen in Figure 23.

Source: Colorado Wilderness Rides and Guides website

Figure 23: Colorado Wilderness Rides and Guides Van
The Town features many natural assets similar to those of Boulder,
CO and a site seeing agency in Meeker could offer similar services to
those of CWRG. It would be beneficial to communicate with the
owner of CWRG, Josh Baruch to inquire about CWRG’s possible interest in expanding their geographical market to include the Town of
Meeker. The Center, combined with these additional services provided by CWRG would be an excellent fit for the Town and its outdoor recreation-oriented atmosphere.
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The Moab Adventure Center

Another successful site seeing agency is the “Moab Adventure Center” in Moab, UT which offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rafting trips
Hummer Safaris – ($173/adult and $125/youth for 4 hours)
National Park Tours
Stand up paddle-boarding
Climbing & Canyoneering guided trips
Hot air balloon rides
Mountain biking trips
Scenic flights
Horseback riding trips
Jeep rentals - ($190/day for a 2-door, $210/day for a 4 door
Zip Line Tour
Private tours

An average daily rental rate for a jeep is $200. This adventure center
has also incorporated a “safari” type feel in their tours. The excitement and “adventure” feel associated with the Moab Adventure
Center has helped it find success and increase tourism in the Moab
area. The Hummers used in the safari tours can be seen driving to
and from the Adventure Center along Main Street in Moab. The excellent visibility and appearance of the Center has successfully exposed the tour agency to tourists traveling through the area (see
Figure 24.)

Source: Moab Adventure Center Website

Figure 24: Moab Adventure Center Tours and Jeep Rentals
Moab is located along Utah State Highway 191 which had an annual
average daily traffic (AADT) of 15,850 in downtown Moab during
2014. In that same year, the Town of Meeker had an AADT of 5,500
at the corner of Market Street and 3rd Street in the downtown area.
Since the Town lacks a high AADT compared to Moab, additional
marketing efforts would be required to attract tourists to visit the
area. The geographical atmosphere of Moab is similar to the Town in
respect to the desert and wilderness areas that exist within twenty
minutes of each location. An approach similar to the Moab Adventure Center could prove successful in the Town as well.
Given the natural assets associated with the Town and surrounding
area, the site seeing tour based out of the Center could offer several
types of tours, including ones that are similar to those offered at the
CWRG and the Moab Adventure Center. Since the Town features the
Flat Tops Wilderness with many elk, deer and other animals, the fo49

cus of these tours could be wildlife watching and the other trips
(horseback riding, mountain biking, backpacking, hiking, OHV tours
fly fishing etc.) can be offered as additional tours. This would allow
the Center to reach a broad market and attract the greatest amount
of outdoor enthusiasts, wildlife watchers, hunters, anglers and more
to visit the area.

ticipants respect the permitted use requirements for both trails and
roads, there will be little effect on the wildlife in and around the Flat
Tops Wilderness. This was also the feeling of Mr. Curtis Keetch, a
District Ranger for the White River NF. Of course, such a touring
agency would have to acquire a permit from the USFS, just like the
outfitters, in order to operate in the National Forest.

Access to the White River NF and the Flat Tops Wilderness

These site seeing and adventure tours would require a quick route
into the National Forest. The “Flat Tops Trail Scenic Byway”, also
known as County Road 8 connects the Towns of Meeker and Yampa
and runs through the Forest, but does not cross into the Wilderness
Area (see Figure 25). Trappers Lake is considered the heart of the
Flat Tops Wilderness, and is located approximately fifty miles, or
about 1.5 hrs. from Town. However, there are multiple trails, scenic
views, other outdoor destinations located within a shorter drive
time.
Once in the Wilderness area, hikers or wildlife watchers may walk on
designated trails to various locations throughout the Wilderness. The
extensive OHV trail system would allow for the site seeing and adventure tours to visit numerous locations around the Flat Tops Wilderness. Once in the wilderness area, only hiking and horseback riding is allowed because no motorized vehicles are permitted in any
Colorado wilderness area.

Source: The Colorado Vacation Directory

Figure 25: Flat Tops Trail Scenic Byway

The Effects of Outdoor Tours on the Wildlife and the Environment

Increasing the traffic and participation in both the White River NF
and the Flat Tops Wilderness through wildlife and outdoor tours
raises the concern of potential negative impacts on wildlife and their
habitat. However, Bill deVergie, a representative from Colorado
Parks and Wildlife, stated that as long as the tour guides and the par50

Off Highway Vehicle (OHV) Rental and Training
The Most Extensive OHV Trail System in Colorado

The “Blanco Ranger District” encompasses the entire Flat Tops Wilderness Area (235,406 acres) and surrounding Forest land in the
White River NF near the Town. This District provides access to a wide
range of recreational opportunities. There are nine improved
campgrounds, picnic facilities and an abundance of well-marked
trailheads for access to backcountry and wilderness. There are a total of seventeen OHV trails in the District, making it the most extensive OHV trail system in the State. There are also forty-four marked
hiking trails in the District covering a total of 160 miles. These trails
and access points throughout the Flat Tops is a major asset to the
Town and can be further utilized by offering OHV tours and OHV
rentals.
Wagon Wheel Trail System and Rendezvous

ed rides throughout the White River NF. The annual rendezvous also
features live music, an OHV expo, an OHV rodeo and food vendors in
the Town.
OHV Rental Service

It is common for touring agencies in places like Moab, UT and Estes
Park, CO to rent various OHVs to tourists. For example, High Point
Hummer & ATV in Moab, UT offers guided adventure trips and OHV
rentals. The guided adventure trips include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guided Hummer tours
ATV / RZR Guided trips
Canyoneering and Hiking trips
Rock Climbing lessons
Whitewater Rafting trips
Mountain bike tours

In an effort to connect and increase the number of OHV trails in and
around the Town, the Wagon Wheel Trail System was created by Rio
Blanco County and surrounding organizations to create and interconnect 250 miles of designated riding trails. This has significantly
increased the Town’s and County’s ability to attract OHV enthusiasts.
Meeker is also considered an “OHV friendly” community and allows
owners of registered OHVs to ride their vehicles into Town and on
the Town’s streets. This would make it easy for an OHV rental agency
to be located in Town and still allow customers to ride from the
downtown area to the surrounding mountains.

High Point rents all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) for $189 per day and utility task vehicles (UTVs), Razors (RZRs), Jeeps and motorcycles at varying rates (between $289 and $470 per day) depending on the size
(number of seats) and engine capability of each vehicle. The Estes
Park ATV Rental agency offers a similar set of OHVs and daily rates.
Some tourists may not want to participate in a guided tour, but may
have significant interest in renting an OHV to experience the mountains on their own. Thus, it is recommended that the Center serve as
a base camp for rentals as well as guided trips in order to appeal to a
broad range of outdoor enthusiasts.

The County and local Chamber also host an annual OHV Rendezvous
that is open to all OHV riders. This annual event is a great start to
what could potentially grow into a series of OHV related events
hosted by the Town and the Center. The Wagon Wheel OHV Rendezvous is typically held in July and includes various guided and unguid-

Traffic visibility is critical for ATV rentals and guided tours. Having a
presence on Market Street in Meeker will be important because it
will provide a potential operator the greatest traffic counts and exposure.
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OHV Races and Competitions

The largest privately owned OHV riding area in the Country is Windrock Park in Oliver Springs, Tennessee. The Town of Oliver Springs is
located 45 minutes West of Knoxville, TN. Although Oliver Springs is
closer to a major MSA than Meeker is to Denver, it is very similar to
Meeker in respect to traffic counts (AADT), population, and surrounding environment. The Town of Oliver Springs has a population
of 3,231 and an approximate AADT of 8,074 along its Main Street.
Windrock Park rents OHVs and hosts OHV competitions including hill
climbing, drag racing, mud bogging races and obstacle course races
at the Windrock Hollow competition area. This competition area has
been specifically designed to host OHV events and is also located on
land owned by Windrock Park. The Spring Jamboree at Windrock
Hollow had approximately 6,000 attendees in 2015. A photo from
the 2015 Spring Jamboree can be seen in Figure 26.

The Park features 350 miles of trails on 72,000 acres of private land.
Windrock Park also features an RV park, seventeen cabins and an
outdoor shooting range for their guests. Windrock Park has strived
to differentiate itself as an outdoor destination by appealing to individuals interested in RV parks/destination traveling, OHV riding and
competitions, camping, hiking, shooting sports and vacationing in the
mountains. The Town and the Center have an opportunity to create
an environment similar as Windrock Park because the Town already
has an expansive OHV trail network, the County fairgrounds facility
and the RV parks in Town to host such events.
Mud bogging, drag racing, and obstacle course competitions such as
those conducted at Windrock Park could be held at the fairgrounds
in Meeker. The Wagon Wheel Rendezvous already features some of
these types of events and competitions, but could grow to include
several annual events. As described previously, overnight guests
staying at the hotels or RV parks in Town have the ability to drive
their registered OHVs to the fairgrounds or the OHV trailheads. This
atmosphere makes Meeker an ideal location for OHV competitions
and events.
Photos of the obstacle course and drag races used at Windrock Hollow can be seen in Figure 27 and Figure 28 on the following page.

Source: Windrock Park Website

Figure 26: Windrock Hollow Mud Bogging Event
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Search & Rescue Training

The Town is surrounded by both desert and forest landscapes. This
makes the Town a potential location for various outdoor training exercises that aim to master both the desert and the forest environments. One potential market that may be attracted to the environment that surrounds Meeker is search and rescue (SAR) training.
Colorado Search and Rescue Board

Source: Windrock Park Website

Figure 27: Windrock Hollow OHV Obstacle Course

Source: Windrock Park Website

Figure 28: ATV Drag Racing at Windrock Hollow

A conversation was held with Paul Woodward, the President of the
Colorado Search and Rescue Board in regards to current training
methods and locations used in Colorado by Search and Rescue (SAR)
teams. Mr. Woodward says that the majority (seventy-five percent)
of the SAR missions that occur each year take place in the mountains
near the Denver MSA simply due to more people being in these
mountains. Currently, each County SAR team conducts training within their respective home County. Mr. Woodward says that the SAR
teams prefer to train in their own counties in order to be most effective because they must be familiar with the land, trails, access and
other individual characteristics associated with each county. Mr.
Woodward also stated that some of the largest training sessions
they’ve had in the Denver SAR teams are groups of approximately
thirty individuals, which does not make up a large market. It is Mr.
Woodward’s opinion that a SAR training course/seminar in Meeker
wouldn’t be effective due to these reasons.
To further explore the potential to incorporate SAR training into the
center, Chris Boyer, the Executive Director at the National Association of Search and Rescue (NASAR) was interviewed. While the Colorado County SAR teams prefer to train within their own County borders, it is Mr. Chris Boyer’s opinion that a large and growing population of civilians interested in technical instruction could be attracted
to a mountain-style search & rescue training facility in Meeker. In a
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conversation with Mr. Boyer, he explained how the U.S. National
Whitewater Center in Charlotte, NC has attracted a large population
of search & rescue professionals as well as regular civilians, looking
to learn how to manage intense whitewater rafting. The Center features the world’s largest and most complex recirculating artificial
whitewater river. Those attending the Center come both to recreate
and to learn. The center is considered a non-profit outdoor recreation and athletic training center and is located on approximately 700
acres of land.
It is Mr. Boyer’s opinion that a search and rescue training/recreational center located in a western location such as Meeker
would be successful. Mr. Boyer stated that such a center could offer
wilderness, water and fire-fighting training for experts and professionals, as well as offer tourist and recreational activities such as a
zip-line course, ropes courses and shooting courses. Nothing of this
nature, associated with the NASAR currently exists. Mr. Boyer expressed that he and the Association would be willing to offer their
support of such a facility. Ute Park may be an ideal location.

Snowmobiling Rentals and Tours
The White River Snowmobile Club

The White River Snowmobile Club is a non-profit organization located in the Town that maintains over 178 miles of trails in Rio Blanco
County. Seventy-eight of these miles are groomed. The Club hosts an
annual snowmobile race, “The White River Rumble” that takes place
in the White River NF. The race is 70 miles in length and features
groomed and ungroomed trails. It begins and ends near the Town of
Buford, East of Meeker. The first race was held in March of 2016.
The primary sponsor of the event was Extreme Power Sports, located
in Steamboat Springs, CO. Gary Eubank, the owner of Extreme Power
Sports says that the event was a success and attracted multiple single riders and families.

The peak season for snowmobiling in Colorado is between January
and March when the snowpack is sufficiently deep. The first snowfall
near Meeker usually occurs in late October, but melts quickly. As
seen in Figure 29, the snow begins to remain and accumulate in November. Figure 29 depicts the monthly snow depth (in inches) at
Trappers Lake between July 2015 and June 2016.
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Source: USDA National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS)

Figure 29: Snow depth at Trappers Lake Between 7/15 and 6/16

Backpacking Trips and Training
Backpacking

Backpacking is typically defined as the outdoor recreation activity of
carrying gear on one's back while hiking. A typical backpacking trip
requires that the backpacker bring food, water, bedding, shelter,
clothing, a stove, and cooking kit. Packing all of this gear into a backpack while not making the backpack too heavy is difficult. Backpacking trips can consist of a short trip of only a few hours, to expansive
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trips that can last for weeks or months, sometimes aided by planned
resupply points or drops.
Survival skills can provide peace of mind and may make the difference between life and death when the weather, terrain, or environment turns unexpectedly for the worse. In case of disorientation,
orienteering skills are important to determine the current location
and formulate a route to somewhere more desirable. First aid is also
important, and many consider it to be one of the most fundamental
backpacking skills.
Learning by experience, or backpacking with those with experience is
the common way of learning these skills. Offering backpacking guided trips and instruction in the Town and the surrounding wilderness
is another way in which Meeker could attract outdoor enthusiasts to
come and experience the Flat Tops Wilderness and surrounding Forest land. The aforementioned Colorado Wilderness Rides and Guides
(CWRG) in Boulder offers backpacking trips. However, these trips
don’t offer specific instruction focused on skills needed in the backcountry.

One potential resource for marking the backpacking trips available
through the Center is Recreational Equipment Inc. (REI). REI offers
classes, outings and events through “REI Adventures” and experts
from REI set up the hikes with local experts who take backpackers
through the mountain while teaching necessary skills. It would be
beneficial for the Town to identify local experts in hiking and backpacking who could be added to this list of REI local experts for the
Meeker area. A description of the Town and the backpacking trails
throughout the White River NF and the Flat Tops Wilderness was
sent to REI along with images of the Flat Tops Wilderness alongside a
request to add the Flat Tops Wilderness to REI’s list of Colorado
backpacking destinations. This request was sent on June 13, 2016.

Becoming a World-class Backpacking Destination

The White River NF and the Flat Tops Wilderness are ideal locations
for backpacking trips. Backpackers are always looking for new, beautiful, mountainous regions to explore and experience. To date, the
Flat Tops are relatively unknown; the lack of awareness presents an
opportunity for growth through targeted marketing, and by leveraging the Center as the ideal destination for instruction, as well as the
access point to the wilderness. Several types of backpacking tours
could be offered out of the Center, including day-hikes for beginners
and multi-day trips for advanced individuals.
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Classroom Use

•

Potential Uses

As will be presented later in this document, the proposed facility includes four 800 sq. ft. classrooms. These classrooms will be used to
offer a wide array of training and instructional courses. Some of the
possible uses that have already been addressed are those related to
outfitters and hunting/fishing guides. While these classrooms may be
used for a variety of activities and seminars. Below is a list of potential uses for these classrooms:
•

•

•
•

•

Outfitter training:
o Insurance Providers and Instruction
o Working with Land Owners
o Obtaining special-use permits
o Taxes and accounting
o Marketing to new clientele
o Creating the ideal customer experience
Hunting / fishing guide school classes:
o Land rights and regulations
o Stocking / Pursuit classes
o Backcountry instruction
o Survival skills
o First aid courses
o Hunter safety review
Hunter education courses
Firearm training
o Understanding your own equipment
o Long range shooting
o General rifle shooting classes
Fly fishing classes
o Casting courses (taught in classrooms and in archery
range for full-cast practice)
o Flies, knots and equipment

•

•
•

•
•

Self-defense courses / Concealed carry permits
o Pistol handling
o Shooting etiquette
o Concealed carry permit courses
Big Game Hunting
o Spotting, Stalking and Tracking classes
o Shooting instruction
o Proper dressing and meat handling
Search and Rescue classes
o Rio Blanco SAR team
Wildlife watching instruction
o Conservation
o Backcountry practices
o Photography
OHV training & certification
Backpacking instruction

Hunter Education

Mr. Bill deVergie stated that the CPW would be interested in using
the classrooms and shooting ranges for hunter education courses.
Students in these courses are required to test their marksmanship
with a rifle. Mr. deVergie also stated that the Center would be a perfect environment for local hunter education classes due to the indoor classrooms and shooting ranges being located at the same facility. There are certified hunter education instructors in all surrounding cities and each County has their own classes so the demand for
these courses may be limited during the summer months to students
in Town. However, Mr. deVergie stated that the indoor shooting
range would create a regional draw for students in neighboring
counties who need hunter education certification during the winter
months. If Meeker were to offer monthly hunter education courses,
it would capture these students.
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Flat Tops Wilderness
White River National Forest
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6 | Existing Shooting Ranges & Facilities
In order to create a Center that is differentiated within the State and
the Nation, it is important to understand what facilities already exist
in the world and what elements have made them successful. It is also
important to study the existing gun and archery clubs in and around
Rio Blanco County as to offer an experience, different from what is
already offered by existing shooting centers.

Shooting Ranges Outside the U.S.
The MSZU Indoor Shooting Range in Ulm, Germany

Two of the six shooting ranges (25m and 100m) offer the virtual
shooting experience where the shooter fires a live round at a screen
upon which an animal is displayed. In these 3-D hunting simulations,
the animated animals create a realistic hunting atmosphere in which
the game falls, flees or remains standing after the shot. To evaluate
the shot, the animal's body is displayed transparently and threedimensionally on a video monitor, showing bones, internal organs
and the path of the shot.
In the 25m, 100m, and 300m non-virtual ranges, shooters may
choose an alternate target distance via overhead target carrying systems. In the 25m range, shooters may shoot at the fixed targets from
a distance of 1m up to 25m away in 5 separated lanes.

The city of Ulm, Germany is home to one of the world’s most luxurious and high-tech gun clubs, named the “MSZU complex.” No other
facility in the world compares with the MSZU complex in terms of
technology, luxury, and overall size. The design of the facility focuses
on acoustics for sound control, safety, and technology. The MSZU
gun club features a gun store, a gun showroom, an equipment store
(ammo, optics, clothing), a cafe and a full-service restaurant in addition to a numerous selection of firing ranges. Licensed gun owners,
hunters, and law enforcement officials are welcome to visit the
MSZU complex to practice short- and long- distance firing, hunting
simulation, skeet shooting and learn from professionals in the industry.
The six indoor shooting ranges at MSZU consist of the following:
• 25-meter (27.34 yards) handgun range
• 100-meter (109.36 yards) rifle range
• 300-meter (328.08 yards) rifle range (Simulated 300m)
• 25-meter shooting cinema range
• 100-meter shooting cinema range
• a large indoor skeet shooting facility

Source: MSZU Website

Figure 30: Outside Appearance of the MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany
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The 100m range is able to handle the entire spectrum of professional
shooting training (hunting & sport shooting). The shooter may set
the stopping point for the target distance himself, from 25m to
100m, using the overhead target carrier system. A raised hide as well
as mounted bars for bench rest shooting, provide the shooter with a
variety of resting options, in order to train for an accurate shot when
hunting. The setup for this 100m range is similar to other classic outdoor shooting ranges. However, this indoor range makes it possible
for the gun club members to practice shooting any time of the year,
regardless of the weather conditions outside of the facility.

for this general knowledge seminar is EUR 175 or USD 196. This class
also aims to instruct students on the technological aspects of firearms and weaponry coinciding with bullet trajectory and ballistics.
Images of the equipment store, the individual shooting ranges, the
café and the MSZU complex are displayed below and on the following pages. Unless otherwise noted, all of the following images of the
MSZU complex were obtained from the MSZU website.

The MSZU complex also features an indoor clay pigeon shooting
range. The 33,368 square foot hall, which is 22m high, enables focused training at any time of the day and year. It is currently
equipped with 31 traps and is fully air-conditioned, with optimum
lighting and without any disruptive environmental influences. The
traps are triggered automatically via a signal from a pre-specified
program, or manually with an individual sequence. The Olympic disciplines of skeet, trap or double-trap are just as much a part of the
MSZU portfolio as the compact hunting course.
For optimum training, professional shotgun trainers can be supplied
on request. With sophisticated training methods and established
concepts, they will help beginners and those training for their hunting license – as well as experienced shotgun shooters – to hone their
technique and achieve optimum results.

Source: Google Earth

Figure 31: Aerial of MSZU Ulm, Germany

The MSZU complex also offers a series of training seminars that instruct on the following topics: general firearm knowledge, reloading
course, muzzle loading shooting, tactical training, and a finishing shot
(hunting) seminar. The general firearm knowledge seminar includes
an understanding of the German gun laws, general firearm safety,
and the proper storage of firearms in accordance with the law as
well as the German laws on Self-defense and Emergencies. The price
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Figure 32: Equipment Store at MSZU Ulm, Germany

Figure 33: Café at the MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany

Figure 34: Shooting Range (25m) at MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany
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Figure 35: Shooting Range (100m) at MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany

Figure 36: Shooting Range (300m) at MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany

Figure 37: Shooting Range (25m Virtual) at MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany
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Figure 38: Shooting Range (100m Virtual) at MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany

Figure 39: Shooting Range (clay pigeon/skeet) at MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany

Figure 40: Structural Rendering of MSZU Complex in Ulm, Germany
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As discussed previously, there are two virtual shooting ranges at the
MSZU complex (25m & 100m). This indoor virtual shooting technology is one of many factors that sets this shooting range apart from the
others. As can be seen in Figure 41, the shooter in the 100m range is
able to study each shot by viewing where the round hit or didn’t hit
the animated animal, on the shooting screen located at the end of
the range.

Source: MSZU Website

Figure 41: MSZU Virtual Shot Analysis
In all of the conversations held with the outfitters and industry professionals, only one of these individuals had heard of the MSZU gun
club in Ulm, Germany. This may simply be due to the fact that the
MSZU complex is the first of its kind and is located half way across
the world in Germany. However, hunters and outfitters that have
heard of the facility, or traveled to experience its luxurious atmosphere have made numerous positive comments on multiple hunting
and shooting blogs. One individual describes his experience at MSZU
on the “Firearm Blog” by stating, “I have seen the future.” Another
blogger writes on the “Outdoor Hub” blog, “the “MSZU shooting
center is a marvel of design and technology.”

There is no existing facility in the United States that features the
same virtual technology and overall luxury as does the MSZU complex.

Indoor Shooting Ranges in the United States
Summary of Virtual Shooting Ranges in the United States

According to National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
an estimated 16,000 to 18,000 indoor firing ranges are in operation
in the United States. Of these indoor shooting ranges, only a small
number (estimated to be less than 50) incorporate virtual technology. Those that do utilize virtual technology are typically geared toward law enforcement, military, and self-defense training. While
there are smaller versions of virtual hunting simulators for both rifle
and archery, there are not any indoor ranges in the U.S. that compare with the MSZU complex in terms of technology (shot analysis),
distance of ranges, and permitted weapons and ammo. The MSZU
complex allows shooters to use their own rifles, real ammo (full metal jacket, hollow point rounds), at distances of 25m and 100m. The
majority of existing virtual rifle hunting simulators in the U.S. only
allow shooters to use simulated ammo at a distance up to 25m using
a laser-hit detection system.
While the simulated ammo may accurately simulate the recoil of firing a round, many hunters prefer to “dial in” their rifle, scope and
ammunition by using the same equipment that they’ll be using in the
field at a distance that they’re likely to shoot from in the field. For
rifle hunters, an indoor range reaching 25m is simply insufficient,
unless the virtual atmosphere is able to accurately simulated a longrange shot. On a typical outdoor rifle range, shooters fire at targets
100-300 yards (91–275 meters) or greater. The distance of the ranges at MSZU (25m up to 300m) and the technology associated with
these ranges have created as real of an atmosphere that can be attained in an indoor range.
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Gander Mountain Virtual Shooting Ranges

One of the most well-known virtual shooting ranges in the United
States is the Gander Mountain Academy that features virtual indoor
ranges and training courses in Wisconsin, Florida, Minnesota, Texas
and Kansas. Similar to Cabela’s in the Western States, Gander Mountain is a major outdoor retailer that operates in the Central and Eastern United States. Gander Mountain features a host of outdoorrelated products related to hunting, fishing, archery, boating and
camping.

There is also a virtual “simulator” in which a shooter is surrounded
by canvas screens upon which a picture or video is projected. The
shooter practices shooting in intense scenarios, such as a hostage
situation or a terrorist attack (Figure 43). The majority of the other
virtual ranges around the country are similar to those of Gander
Mountain in respect to the length of the virtual range, the type of
ammo, and the virtual technology used. However, Gander Mountain
Academy is well-known in the self-defense training community due
to its multiple range locations and the structure of its training courses.

The Gander Mountain Academy markets its training courses to all
types of users from beginning shooters all the way to law enforcement officers). Their training courses have been considered the first
in the nation to offer indoor self-defense training to civilians. These
ranges use real firearms that have been modified with laser recoil
kits. The theme associated with the Gander Mountain ranges is selfdefense as can be seen in Figure 42

Source: Gander Mountain Academy Website

Figure 43: Gander Mountain Virtual Simulator

Archery Ranges in the U.S.

Source: Gander Mountain Academy Website

Figure 42: Gander Mountain Virtual Shooting Range

Competitive archery involves shooting arrows at a target for accuracy from a set distance. This is the most popular form of competitive
archery worldwide and is called target archery. A form particularly
popular in Europe and America is field archery, shot at targets generally set at various distances in a wooded setting. Competitive ar64

chery in the United States is governed by USA Archery and National
Field Archery Association (NFAA), which also certifies instructors. A
standard Olympic archery range is 70 meters or 76.55 yards.
The Easton Archery Foundation

Easton Sports Development Foundation exists to further the sport of
archery by bridging the gap between first experience and elite experience. The goal of The Easton Foundation is to promote and maintain the viability of archery by growing the sport as a mainstream
activity at the state, regional, and national level. This is accomplished
by developing grassroots programs in communities and schools and
supporting college and university programs to inspire the next generation of prospective Olympians.

group lessons, it also offers private coaching, archery instructor certification, video analysis, private events, seminars and tournaments.
The Easton Salt Lake Archery Center includes a dedicated indoor archery range with 92 shooting lanes at 18 meters, or 30 shooting
lanes to 70 meters. The center also has a transition room which allows archers to shoot from the indoors out. The Easton Salt Lake Archery Center hosts an outdoor archery range on an artificial turf
field, with a shooting distance out to 90 meters (64 targets).

The Foundations supports the building and/or operation of outdoor
and indoor archery facilities at city parks, schools, universities, and
sports complexes throughout the U.S. In addition to these facilities,
the Foundation provides programs to train aspiring archers, trainers,
coaches, and administrators. Easton Sports Development Foundation
II (ESDFII) awards several grants every year to clubs, programs,
schools, colleges and universities, and organizations that propose
archery-related plans or projects.
A typical Easton Archery Center supports all styles of archery: Olympic-style training, practice & competition fields, field & 3-D Courses,
and bowhunting ranges. Year round regional and local archery activities occur at these centers at both indoor and outdoor ranges. There
are only four Easton Archery Centers in the U.S. The closest of these
to the Town is in Salt Lake City. Located less than 5 miles from Salt
Lake City International Airport and close to several hotels, the Easton
Salt Lake Archery Center features amenities and opportunities for
archery enthusiasts of all levels. In addition to archery classes and

Source: Easton Foundations Website (http://esdf.org/saltlake/about-the-center/)

Figure 44: The Easton Archery Center in Salt Lake City

Local/Competing Shooting Facilities
The Cameo Sport Shooting Complex

The Colorado Parks & Wildlife has a proposed a development in the
Town of Palisade (within the Grand Junction MSA) that would fea-
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ture a shooting complex and instructional classes for all types of
shooters. These public shooting ranges would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One outdoor main-range (67 positions/lanes) at distances
from 5 to 200 yards
One outdoor clay target center
One outdoor archery range at distances from 10 to 65 yards
One outdoor archery field range (fixed bulls eye targets)
Two outdoor archery hill ranges to provide angled shots at
fixed targets
Series of specialty ranges for rifles and pistols at distances
from 100 to 1,000 yards

The complex would be located Northeast of Palisade near Interstate
70 in the Debeque Canyon. It is the intent of the Colorado Parks &
Wildlife (CPW) that this complex feature many major outdoor shooting competitions for both rifle and archery shooters. Funding for the
complex via government grants, the CPW and other sources totaling
approximately $4.5 million have already been secured for the complex. While certain elements of the facility may be available within
the next few years, the complete facility is expected to take fifteen
or more years to build out.
Due to the close proximity of the proposed Cameo shooting complex
to the Town (90 minutes), it is important that the Center be significantly differentiated so that it can capture interest and activity and
compete with the Cameo complex. As discussed throughout this feasibility study, the proposed Center in Meeker will feature indoor
shooting ranges that will allow shooters to shoot year round. The
Center will also feature new virtual shooting technology that has not
yet been implemented in any of the Nation’s existing shooting ranges. The Town of Palisade does not possess the same hunting and
wildlife reputation as does Meeker, nor does Palisade feature worldclass fly fishing as does Meeker along the White river. All of these

factors work together in creating an experience that will be unparalleled in the existing hunting, fishing and shooting communities. Marketing efforts for the Center should address all of these factors in
order to achieve the greatest success and profitability.
Conversations were held with Bill deVergie from the CPW in regards
to possible funding or support that could be provided by CPW for the
development of the Center in Meeker. Mr. deVergie expressed that
the CPW has heavily invested in the Cameo complex in regards to
financial and development assistance and may not be able to provide
grants for shooting range developments in the near future. However,
the CPW would be interested in supporting the Center through other
means of support due to the differentiated mission and atmosphere
associated with the Center. It is recommended that CPW be included
throughout the planning and development process for the Center in
order to increase the Center’s exposure to the State.

Industry Support
Easton Foundation

A conversation was held with Mr. Doug Engh, the Outreach Director
for the Easton Archery Foundation in regards to obtaining a grant to
support the funding for the Center. Mr. Engh expressed that Easton
may have an interest in awarding a grant to the Meeker Center if it
meets the Easton grant criteria. There are several different categories of centers based on the needs and sizes of host communities.
The sizes of the Easton-sponsored ranges are listed below in respect
to their size (smallest to largest):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local Club or Recreation Department Facility (smallest)
Community Archery Facility
Archery Center
Archery Center of Excellence (largest)
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Hunting Guide School

Mr. Engh commented that the criteria for a Community Archery Facility (CAF) may be flexible based upon the size, scope and nature of
the facility. He also expressed his desire to see a preliminary site
plan, feasibility study and pro-forma, accompanied by local support
for the facility before reviewing a grant application for the Center. It
is recommended that the Center strive to meet the CAF criteria in
order to be eligible for an Easton grant.
406 Precision Maximum Shooting School

In order to establish a safe and efficient shooting range atmosphere,
it will be necessary to recruit experts in the shooting sports community. Multiple calls were made to exhibitors from the 2016 Western
Hunting & Conservation Expo in order to find these experts. A shooting school with two range locations (Montana and Illinois) named
406 Precision Maximum Shooting expressed notable interest in the
proposed Center. Jordan Harmon (owner) feels that an indoor, year
round, virtual shooting range would be an ideal atmosphere in which
he and his associates could teach Center visitors how to become familiar with, and master their own equipment in order to shoot effectively and accurately.
Mr. Harmon and his associates have created their own curriculum
for effective rifle shooting techniques and have been teaching their
students how to shoot accurately with the student’s own rifle and
scope. These Precision shooting techniques are used and endorsed
by the Northwest’s largest guide school, “The Royal Tine Guide
School.” Mr. Harmon has also expressed interest in managing/facilitating all shooting sports programs associated with the Center.

The Royal Tine Guide School is located in Phillipsburg, Montana and
offers hunting guide classes related to horsemanship, packing,
guide/hunting skills and outdoor skills. The school is conducted on
approx. 17,000 acres of private land; in addition, the school has
permits for surrounding United States Forest Service lands. For
$4,400, a man or woman seeking to become an employed hunting
guide can take a 4-week long guiding experience at Royal Tine and
graduate with a guiding diploma. Royal Tine then helps the graduates
find employment through their guide hiring program.
A conversation was held with LoRee Hansen from Royal Tine in regards to establishing a second guide school in the Town. Mrs. Hansen expressed that Royal Tine would not be interested in establishing
any additional locations for their guide school due to their desire to
maintain the Ranch atmosphere and State-specific association to
“Royal Tine Ranch.”
The City of Montrose also offers hunting and fishing guide classes.
The Colorado School for Guides and Outdoorsmen offers the following courses:
• Basic guide and outdoorsmen training
• Whitetail and mule deer guide course
• Big game hunting guide series
• Packing, horsemanship/equine management
• Freshwater, wilderness fly fishing & backcountry fishing
• Survival skills
While a hunting guide school operator with interest in expanding
into the Town has not yet been identified, the presence of successful
guide school operators in other states suggests that it is possible that
a Meeker-based outfitter could adopt a similar approach in creating
a guide school in the Town, and could leverage the Center as a base
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of operations. The skills and education acquired in the classroom
could then be tested in the outdoors.
The Sportsman Club in Meeker

A conversation was held with John Taylor, the secretary at the
Sportsman Club in Meeker, CO. The Sportsman Club is an outdoor
shooting range located approximately 5.2 miles SW of the Town. This
Club is a non-profit 501C3 organization. Mr. Taylor says that he
would be interested in partnering with the Center by offering a
membership that would allow access to both facilities. There are elements of training and services provided at the Sportsman Club that
would not be possible within the Center, and vice versa. Therefore, a
dual-membership would allow patrons to access both facilities for a
wider variety of training opportunities and year-round service. The
Sportsman Club currently has approximately 150 paying club members who pay sixty dollars per year.

This column left blank intentionally
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Flat Tops Wilderness
White River National Forest
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7 | Proposed Facility and Cost Analysis
Facility Amenities
The proposed Center includes an indoor shooting range that features
sixteen, seventy-meter long pistol/rifle lanes that include retractable
targets and a full-containment bullet trap. Also included are two,
twelve-lane firearm simulator rooms that allow patrons to practice
long-range shots out to 1,200 yards in a room that is only ten meters
long. The technology was developed by the military, and has sufficient accuracy to allow personnel to certify 1,200 yard shots using
the indoor range1. The technology is similar to what is used in the
MSZU complex, but is less expensive and requires less space. One of
the simulator rooms will have a self-healing shoot-through screen
with a bullet trap to handle live-rounds, and the other room will utilize laser inserts that can be added to a visitor’s own firearm.
Two, twelve-lane archery simulators that utilize similar technology
will be included in the facility. The main archery component will be
an eighty-meter archery range that will meet the standards required
for international competitions. In addition to standard 2D and 3D
targets, a new technology that the Center will include is the equivalent of a clay target launcher for archery. The technology, developed
by Laporte, launches foam disks into the air like a clay target2. While
this activity is often held outdoors, it can be conducted indoors as
long as the ceiling is at least fifteen feet high2. The Laporte system
would be a perfect addition to the Center because it is a new technology that is just entering the US marketplace, and it allows a high
volume of participants to rotate through the activity.

1
2

Interview with Mike Davey, shooting range consultant and designer.
Laporte Website: http://uk.laporte.biz/archerie-paintball.html

Rounding out the facility will be four- 800 sq. ft. classrooms in which
Instruction for outfitters, fly fishermen, hunters and even wildlife
watchers will take place. As discussed previously in this study, the
hunting and fishing reputation that Meeker will help promote these
classes/seminars by showing that Meeker is the place to learn and
experience the outdoors. The ceiling height (15 ft.) will allow for fly
fishing students to practice casting indoors. The Center will be within
close proximity to the White River and allow for students to practice
their casting techniques on a world-class fishing river. Students will
also be able to practice full-length fly fishing casting in the archery
range (during designated hours) due to the ample amount of space
in the archery range.
There will also be 8,000 sq. ft. of retail and pro-shop space. In total,
the Center will require a building footprint of 67,680 sq. ft. as shown
in Table 7 below.

Facility Details
Amenity
Number
Square Feet
Live-round shooting lanes @ 70 meters
16
19,680
Range Support Area
2,952
Live-round simulation lanes
0
3,000
Laser simulation lanes
0
3,000
Long Range Support Area
900
Archery lanes @ 80 meters
20
17,195
Archery lanes @ 18 meters (same range)
82
Archery simulator lanes
24
3,600
Classrooms
4
3,200
Common Space
6,153
Retail Space
1
8,000
Total Shooting Lanes
147
Total Square Footage of Facility
67,680
Table 7: Center Facility Amenities
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Parcel
140923311010
140923311012
140923311001
140923311009
140923311004
140923311011
140923311007
140923311003

Location
Two different potential sites were explored in the County’s economic development strategic plan, including the block between 5th and 6th Streets
and Market and Water Streets, or the Town-owned parcel along 3rd Street, south of Market Street. While either site (and potentially others) would
work and have sufficient area available, the block between 5th and 6th Streets was selected for the analysis due to the proximity to the heart of
downtown Meeker. The total land available on this block is approximately 94,500 sq. ft., which would allow for a maximum building footprint of
approximately 70,875 sq. ft. assuming a 75% coverage ratio. All of the proposed amenities will fit within the block and will create a powerful visitation driver for existing downtown businesses. The land is currently owned by several residents and would need to be assembled.
Owner
MURRAY, OPAL C. (LIFE ESTATE) &
PARR, SHARON R., LEBLANC, BARNABAS N. & GIANINETTI, ANDREA R.
BENNETT, WAYNE E., JR.
KILDUFF, THOMAS L. & BETTY JEAN
OVERTON, DOUGLAS A. & DEBRA M.
GODWIN, THOMAS H. & MELANIE L.
MORRIS, GERALD T. & TWILA S.
DOUBLE D ENCO, LLC, A COLORADO LIMITED
Acquisition premium
Total Estimated Land Acquisition Cost

Land Value
32,500
25,000
45,000
25,000
156,000
25,000
50,000
53,630
412,130

Imp Value
67,280
56,810
86,240
79,670
29,610
108,290
427,900

Total
99,780
81,810
131,240
104,670
185,610
133,290
50,000
53,630
840,030
82,426
922,456

AC
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.7
0.2
2.73

SF Building Footprint
9,750
1,600
7,500
1,500
15,000
1,350
7,500
500
24,000
1,300
7,500
2,250
15,000
8,250
94,500
8,500

Table 8 outlines the current configuration of the block, land and improvement values, and estimated acquisition cost.
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Parcel
140923311010
140923311012
140923311001
140923311009
140923311004
140923311011
140923311007
140923311003

Owner
MURRAY, OPAL C. (LIFE ESTATE) &
PARR, SHARON R., LEBLANC, BARNABAS N. & GIANINETTI, ANDREA R.
BENNETT, WAYNE E., JR.
KILDUFF, THOMAS L. & BETTY JEAN
OVERTON, DOUGLAS A. & DEBRA M.
GODWIN, THOMAS H. & MELANIE L.
MORRIS, GERALD T. & TWILA S.
DOUBLE D ENCO, LLC, A COLORADO LIMITED

Land Value
32,500
25,000
45,000
25,000
156,000
25,000
50,000
53,630
412,130

Imp Value
67,280
56,810
86,240
79,670
29,610
108,290
427,900

Acquisition premium
Total Estimated Land Acquisition Cost

Total
99,780
81,810
131,240
104,670
185,610
133,290
50,000
53,630
840,030
82,426
922,456

AC
0.2
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6
0.2
0.7
0.2
2.73

SF Building Footprint
9,750
1,600
7,500
1,500
15,000
1,350
7,500
500
24,000
1,300
7,500
2,250
15,000
8,250
94,500
8,500

Table 8: Project Land Ownership
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Pricing Structure
Range Rates

The average annual membership fee for Colorado shooting ranges and gun clubs is $165, but most indoor ranges offer memberships that require
a one-time initiation fee plus monthly membership fees as shown in Table 9. Aside from the membership pricing, most ranges offer a nonmember hourly rate of $15, or a daily rate of $20. Most of the outdoor ranges offer the daily rate, while the indoor ranges typically offer an hourly
rate. Many of the outdoor rifle ranges are owned and operated by local County governments or by Colorado Parks and Wildlife. These public ranges typically offer a daily or hourly rate that is less than the average rate for the State.
Colorado Shooting Range Prices

Range

General Membership Initiation
(1-time fee)
1 Person

Family of 4

$100 (plus
$300 (plus
All Colorado Shooting Ranges
monthly
dues)
monthly
dues)
(Average for all 112 ranges)
Front Range Gun Club
$100 (plus
$200 (plus
(Denver, CO)
monthly dues) monthly dues)
Quick Draw Archery (Littleton,
CO)
Whistling Pines Gun Club
$195 (plus
$390 (plus
(Colorado Springs, CO)
monthly dues) monthly dues)

Monthly Membership

Daily Rate

Hourly Rate

Rental Rate

1 Person (non- 1 Person (non- 1 Weapon (pistol,
member)
member)
rifle, bow)

1 Person

Family of 4

$35

$50

$20

$15

$15

$30

$50

-

-

$15 (Rifle)

$50

$100

$8

-

$32.50

$65

-

-

$17.50 (Bow, 5
arrows, Target)
Free (1 per year)
for members

Source: Pricing & Rates made available on each of the Range Websites

Table 9: Colorado Shooting Range Rates
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Civilian Membership Revenue

The proposed membership rate for the facility is $310 for the first
year of membership, which includes a one-time initiation fee of
$100. These types of initiation fees are common throughout ranges
in Colorado. Subsequent years will be billed at $210 annually. At this
rate, memberships will be most appealing to local residents, and
those that will be visiting the facility more than ten times each year.
With the proposed pricing and benefit structure, it is estimated that
the proposed facility will sell memberships to approximately 2.5 percent of residents within the Town of Meeker, 1 percent of Rio Blanco
County residents outside of Meeker, .5 percent of the population of
Rifle as well as the population of Craig. As a conservative estimate, it
is anticipated that the facility will take ten years to stabilize and
reach this level of membership participation. The total number of
memberships sold at project stabilization is estimated at 198 as
shown in Table 10.
Estimated Total Memberships Sold
Percent of Market
Location
Population Memberships
Captured
Town of Meeker
2.5%
2,493
62
Rio Blanco County
1%
4,314
43
Rifle
0.5%
9,489
47
Craig
0.5%
8,981
45
TOTAL MEMBERSHIPS
198

Table 10: Estimated Total Memberships Sold
After the first four years, the membership growth rate is estimated
at 1% annually. The membership growth and revenue projections are
detailed in Table 11.

Total Membership Revenue for First Five Years of Operation
New Members
Yr 1
Yr 2
Yr 3
Yr 4
Yr 5

Total Members

59
20
20
20
20

59
79
99
119
138

Total Membership
Revenue
18,397
18,595
22,749
26,903
35,211

Table 11: Total Membership Revenue for First Five Years
Organizational Membership Revenue

Multiple conversations were held with various organizations and departments in the Region to determine their interest in obtaining an
organizational membership to the Center. The following organizations expressed their interest in purchasing such a membership:
• Colorado Parks & Wildlife (CPW)
• Rio Blanco County Sherriff’s Department (14 Officers)
• Meeker Police Department
• Rangely Police Department (5 Officers)
• CNCC – National Park Service Program
Mr. deVergie from CPW stated that CPW would be interested in purchasing an organizational membership due to the pistol and shotgun
training that must be completed by CPW employees. The CPW already has an organizational membership with the Sportsman Club in
Meeker, but would like a membership that would allow them to
shoot at both ranges.
Sherriff Mazzola from the Rio Blanco County Sherriff’s Department
says that the Department would be interested in a membership that
allowed the Department’s fourteen deputies to use the range.
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Total Revenue from Daily Rate Users

Due to the remote nature of Meeker and the proposed facility, the
outdoor training and experience center will have to offer an appealing rate for daily users. In a sense, the shooting and training facilities
can be viewed as a “break-even operation” to bring visitors to the
facility and the Town. Like most shooting ranges, it is anticipated that
a major portion of the revenue generated at the facility will come
from ammunition and retail sales, as well as food and beverage.
While the Center is providing value far beyond what is offered at the
typical Colorado range, it will have a better chance of success and
greater visitation if range access fees are kept to a reasonable level.
It is proposed that the facility charge a rate of $25/day for unlimited
access to all of the amenities within the facility. This price point is
within the range of what most outdoor Colorado ranges are charging, and will be an extremely attractive price for the amenities offered. The anticipated market capture rates at project stabilization
for non-member visitors who frequent the facility at least once each
year are detailed in Table 12.

Total Annual Non-Member Participants & Revenue
Percent of
Non-Member
Location
Market
Population
Participants
Captured
Town of Meeker
25%
2,493
623
Rio Blanco County
12%
6,807
817
Garfield County, CO
57,302
Eagle County, CO
52,460
Routt County, CO
23,513
Uinta County, UT
35,555
Adjacent Counties Total
1%
168,830
1,688
Colorado Sportsmen
0.5%
727,000
3,635
U.S. Sportsmen
0.025%
37,397,000
9,349
Total Annual Non-Member
16,113
Participation
Total Annual Non-Member
$
402,816
Revenue

Table 12: Annual Non-Member Participation & Revenue
It is estimated that the visitation rates shown in Table 12 will take
five years to achieve, with 1% annual growth occurring thereafter.
As described previously, range access fees will only play a part of the
overall project revenue model with the larger sources of revenue
coming from the goods and services provided by the facility once
people enter. Additional sources of revenue include ammunition
sales, food and beverage, bow/firearm rentals, and targets. Food and
beverage sales are estimated at 35% of range access revenue and
ammunition at 2.5 times range access revenue. It is anticipated that
10% of membership holders will rent a bow/firearm at least once
during the year at a discounted rate of $10/session, and will spend
approximately $1.50 on targets (discounted rate) twelve times each
year. Spending from non-membership holders is similar, with the
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exception of the assumption that 10% of them will spend $15 on a
bow/firearm rental, and each visitor will spend an average of $3 on
targets.

Additional Services Offered by the Facility
Summary

Chapter 6 of this Study sets forth additional services that would increase profitability, attractiveness and the overall market participation associated with the Center. While these additional services will
increase total expenses for equipment, maintenance and operations,
adding these additional services will have a significant positive impact in establishing the Center as an outdoor adventure destination.
Due to the isolated position of the Town from nearby micro and major metro areas, a wide market scope will be needed in order to adequately attract enough tourists to the Town to make the Center profitable. Table 13 displays the proposed additional services and associated prices to be offered by the Center. These prices are conservatively structured at or below the average prices of similar services
offered by touring/rental companies in both Utah and Colorado.
Proposed Additional Services & Pricing
Service
Quantity
ATV tour/rental
5 ATVs
Razor tour/rental
5 Razors
Snowmobile tour/rental
5 Snowmobiles
Sight-seeing/Wildlife Tours 1 van (14 passengers)
Horseback Riding
5 Horses
Fly Fishing Trips
3 people per trip/day
Backpacking Trips
5 people per trip/day

Price
$170 per machine/day
$300 per machine/day
$250 per machine/day
$75 per person/day
$150 per person/day
$200 per person/day
$1,000 per person/week

venture Center described previously, services may be subcontracted
from the Center to existing outfitters or other businesses. Subcontracting these services to existing businesses that are already experienced in offering these types of services will allow the Center to offer a sophisticated and exceptional customer experience, while still
providing support to local existing businesses. Multiple businesses
including both existing outfitters and businesses located outside of
the County have expressed interest in operating one or more of these services. It is recommended that the section of the operator(s)
that will perform these services take place through the offering of a
Request for Proposals (RFP), made available to all interested parties.
Equipment Costs

Multiple assumptions were made in order to most accurately forecast the revenue and expenses for these services. These assumptions
were made based on conversations with local experts and business
owners operating in and around the County. The sales prices for the
equipment are based upon current average prices in the marketplace. The quantity of vehicles demanded at the Center is also based
upon conversations with local experts and power sports shop owners. Table 14 lists the type of equipment/vehicles that will be included initially with the Center, and the initial capital investment required.

Table 13: Additional Services & Pricing
In order for the Center to provide these additional services, a significant amount of equipment will be needed. Similar to the Moab Ad76

INITIAL COST OF EQUIPMENT
Market
Demand

Type of Vehicle
ATV
Razor S 1000 EPS
Razor 900
Razor XP 4 1000 EPS
Snowmobile
Chevrolet Express Van
TOTAL PRICE OF VEHICLES

5
1
1
3
5
1

# of Riders
Price Per
(Including
Total Cost
Vehicle
driver)
1
$8,000
$40,000
2
$18,000 $18,000
2
$12,800 $12,800
4
$22,300 $66,900
1 to 2
$11,429 $57,145
15
$32,990 $32,990
$227,835

Table 14: Initial Cost of Equipment
Conversations with these local power sport dealers revealed that the
useful life of ATVs, Razors and Snowmobiles is approximately 3 years,
assuming that the machines receive proper maintenance and are
used on a daily basis.

There are various costs associated with maintenance and registration
of these vehicles. The average costs for maintaining and registering
all vehicles associated with the Center were also based upon conversations with local experts and owners of existing power sports
stores. Some of these maintenance costs such as full service tuneups, replacing air filters and changing the oil, etc. occur multiple
times throughout the year, while others types of maintenance only
occur once every year or even less frequently. Any repairs or replacement costs associated with poor rider handling will be paid by
the customer renting the machine. It is the standard structure used
by most ATV, OHV and Snowmobile rental agencies that the customer assumes the insurance deductible for these “avoidable” expenses.
The various expenses associated with maintaining these vehicles/machines are displayed in Table 15.

Many power sports dealers replace their entire inventory on a 3-year
basis, taking advantage of the total depreciable value of the vehicle
(initial price less salvage value) equally (straight-line depreciation)
over those 3 years. The dealers then sell the inventory to existing
clientele or to local residents at the end of the third year. Replacement costs are also annualized by means of paying into a replacement account so that the necessary balance is available at the time
of replacement.
The Express Van will be used primarily to operate the wildlife watching and sight-seeing tours in the Forest. The van may also be used to
transport customers to fly fishing destinations in and around the
Town. The first 10 years of the depreciable value of the van are depreciated equally and are included in the pro forma as well.
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MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
Type of
Machine

ATVs &
Razors

Snowmobiles

Express Van

Type of Expenditure

Price Per
Machine

Quantity
Purchased
Annually

Full Service (fluids, plugs, oil)
$350
2
Oil Change
$200
5
Replace Drive Belt
$200
2
New Tires
$500
1
New Air Filter
$100
3
State Registration
$25
1
TOTAL COST (ANNUALLY)
Full Service (fluids, plugs, oil)
$350
2
Replace Drive Belt
$200
1
Replace Track (every 2 years)
$400
0.5
Registration
$30
1
TOTAL COST (ANNUALLY)
Full Service (fluids, checks, Inspections)
$450
1
Oil (Every 3,000 Miles)
$100
3
Tires (Every 35,000 Miles or 3.5 years)
$1,000
0.285
Brake Pads & Spark Plugs
$1,000
0.5
Registration
$200
1
TOTAL COST (ANNUALLY)
TOTAL COMBINED COST OF MAINTENANCE (ANNUALLY)

Number of
Machines
10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
1

Total Cost
$7,000
$10,000
$4,000
$5,000
$3,000
$250
$29,250
$3,500
$1,000
$1,000
$150
$5,650
$450
$300
$285
$500
$200
$1,735
$36,635

utilization rate of 75% would indicate that
75% of the available ATVs would be utilized
on a given day. Anticipated utilization rates
for warm-month activities are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January – March (0 percent)
April (25 percent)
May (50 percent)
June – August (75 percent)
September (70 percent)
October (60 percent)
November – December (0 percent)

The conservative participation rates for
cold-month activities (snowmobiling and
snowshoeing) are:
•
•
•
•

January – March (75 percent)
April (50 percent)
May – November (0 percent)
December (60 percent)

Table 15: Vehicle Maintenance Costs
Participation in Outdoor Services

It is assumed that all of the outdoor activities are offered daily, seven days a week. For purposes of defining the revenue model, it is assumed that each month contains 30 days which would
mean the Center is open 360 days of the year. In order to estimate the utilization for each of
the additional services, they have been grouped into “warm” and “cold” month activities. All
additional services except for snowmobile rentals/tours are considered warm-month activities.
The following model was used to estimate utilization rates and is based on conversations with
owners of regional power sport rental businesses and represents the percentage of usage for
each machine/activity during a particular month. For example, during the peak warm season, a
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These warm and cold month utilization rates can be seen as the goal
or target rates that will be attained when the Center has successfully
marketed its services to the public and has achieved stabilized visitation. It is assumed that these participation rates would not be attained until year 5. Actual utilization rates, as a percentage of the
total target rate for years 1-5 is detailed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Year 1 (50 percent of target rates)
Year 2 (60 percent of target rates)
Year 3 (70 percent of target rates)
Year 4 (85 percent of target rates)
Year 5 (100 percent of target rates)

This column left blank intentionally

Total Revenue

The total revenue associated with the Center for Outdoor Adventure
includes revenue from both the indoor activities (ranges, pro shop,
restaurant, classroom instruction) and outdoor activities (ATV/Razor
rentals, snowmobile rentals, wildlife-watching/sight-seeing tours, flyfishing trips, backpacking trips). The total projected revenue for all
services offered by the Center during the initial ten years of operation (stabilization) is displayed in
Table 16.
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Total Projected Revenue
Yr 1
Total Members
Range Revenue
Food and Bev (35% of Range Revenue)
RANGE REVENUE
Ammunition (1.5 times Range Revenue)
(Members)
Weapon Rental (20% of members, once per
year @ $10)
Targets ($1.5/person, 12 times per year)
Total Member Revenue
Total Non-Member Visits
Range Revenue ($25 per person)
Concessions (35% of Range Revenue)
RANGE REVENUE
Ammunition (2.5 times range revenue)
(Non-Member Visitors)
Weapon Rental ($15 per person, 10% of
Target Fee ($3 per person)
Total Non-Member Revenue
Facility Rental for Events
Training & Instruction Courses
Pro Shop Sales
ATV/Razor Rentals and Tours
ATV Sales & Service
Snowmobile Rentals & Tours
REVENUE FROM
Wildlife Watching/Site Seeing Tours
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Horseback Riding
Fly Fishing Tours and Lessons
Backpacking Trips
Booking Fees with Center Affiliates
Total Outdoor Services Revenue
TOTAL PROJECTED REVENUE

Yr 2

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

59
$18,397
$6,439
$27,595

79
$18,595
$6,508
$27,892

Yr 3
99
$22,749
$7,962
$34,123

Yr 4
119
$26,903
$9,416
$40,354

138
$35,211
$12,324
$52,817

158
$39,365
$13,778
$59,048

178
$43,519
$15,232
$65,279

198
$47,673
$16,686
$71,510

198
$41,541
$14,539
$62,312

Yr 10
198
$41,541
$14,539
$62,312

$119

$158

$198

$237

$277

$317

$356

$396

$396

$396

$1,068
$53,618
5,639
$140,986
$49,345
$352,464
$8,459
$16,918
$568,172
$36,000
$35,000
$640,000
$166,733
$216,000
$69,094
$74,498
$5,321
$177,375
$38,431
$25,000
$1,483,451
$2,105,241

$1,424
$54,577
6,445
$161,126
$56,394
$402,816
$9,668
$19,335
$649,339
$36,720
$35,700
$652,800
$181,890
$220,320
$76,757
$82,760
$5,911
$194,919
$41,925
$25,500
$1,555,202
$2,259,119

$1,780
$66,812
7,251
$181,267
$63,444
$453,168
$10,876
$21,752
$730,507
$37,454
$36,414
$665,856
$212,205
$224,726
$89,473
$96,470
$6,891
$227,326
$48,913
$26,010
$1,671,738
$2,469,057

$2,136
$79,047
8,056
$201,408
$70,493
$503,520
$12,084
$24,169
$811,674
$38,203
$37,142
$679,173
$257,678
$229,221
$108,571
$117,062
$8,362
$275,963
$59,394
$26,530
$1,837,298
$2,728,019

$2,492
$103,121
9,668
$241,690
$84,591
$604,224
$14,501
$29,003
$974,009
$38,968
$37,885
$692,757
$303,150
$233,805
$127,796
$137,791
$9,842
$324,730
$69,875
$27,061
$2,003,660
$3,080,790

$2,849
$115,356
11,279
$281,971
$98,690
$704,928
$16,918
$33,837
$1,136,344
$39,747
$38,643
$706,612
$306,182
$238,481
$129,437
$139,560
$9,969
$328,350
$70,574
$27,602
$2,035,156
$3,286,856

$3,205
$127,591
12,890
$322,253
$112,788
$805,632
$19,335
$38,670
$1,298,679
$40,542
$39,416
$720,744
$309,213
$243,251
$130,726
$140,950
$10,068
$331,608
$71,273
$28,154
$2,065,945
$3,492,214

$3,561
$139,826
14,501
$362,534
$126,887
$906,336
$21,752
$43,504
$1,461,014
$41,353
$40,204
$735,159
$312,245
$248,116
$132,008
$142,333
$10,167
$334,860
$71,971
$28,717
$2,097,132
$3,697,971

$3,561
$122,349
15,307
$382,675
$133,936
$956,688
$22,961
$45,921
$1,542,181
$42,180
$41,008
$749,862
$315,276
$253,078
$133,290
$143,715
$10,265
$338,111
$72,670
$29,291
$2,128,747
$3,793,277

$3,561
$122,349
16,113
$402,816
$140,986
$1,007,040
$24,169
$48,338
$1,623,348
$43,023
$41,828
$764,859
$318,308
$258,140
$134,572
$145,097
$10,364
$341,362
$73,369
$29,877
$2,160,800
$3,906,497

Table 16: Total Projected Revenue
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Facility Costs
Facility costs are based on concrete tilt-up construction with modern
design and architectural elements that make the façade and interior
of the building attractive and inviting to visitors. The base price for
concrete tilt-up is typically approximately $65/sq. ft., but due to the
complexity of the design and requirements that are specific to indoor shooting ranges, a premium of $5/sq. ft. is applied for an adjusted base cost of $70/sq. ft. Heating and ventilation (HVAC) requirements are extensive for indoor shooting ranges, and the industry standard is to plan on $25,000 per lane, which yields an anticipated cost of $400,000. Adding in an estimate of $7.50/sq. ft. for
finishings, and $9.98/sq. ft. for construction contingencies brings the
estimated hard construction cost total to just over $7.3M (see Table
17).

Total

Soft costs are estimated based on experience with similar projects,
and are projected to cost a total of $1M, or approximately $15/sq. ft.
(see Table 18). The developer fee, which would typically equal 4-5%
of the hard construction costs is waived in this case due to the proposed public-private partnership and ownership model. Total development cost (excluding range equipment) is shown in Table 19. Initial operating equipment, such as ATVs, snowmobiles and the simulator range equipment costs are summarized in Table 20.

/GSF

Hard Costs
Site Costs

Site Work
Demolition
Road Work

205,662
42,500
-

Total Site Costs
Construction Costs
Shell Costs
Bullet containment system, target retrieval
HVAC

248,162.40

3.00
5.00
3.62
70.00

Finishings

4,798,789
672,000
400,000
514,156

SubTotal Hard Costs

6,633,108

Hard Cost Contingency
Total Hard Costs

683,877
7,316,985

86.95
9.98

5.83

7.50

96.93

Table 17: Hard Construction Cost Estimates
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Total Hard Costs

7,316,985
Total

96.93
/GSF

Soft Costs
Developer Overhead Costs

Accounting Reserve
Administrative Miscellaneous
Developer Fee

15,000
15,000
30,000

0.22
0.22
0.00
0.44

Bank Appraisal
Bank Inspections
Bond Issuance Fee

7,500
7,500
100,000

SubTotal Financing Costs
Taxes & Fees

115,000

0.11
0.11
1.46
1.68

75,000

1.09

15,000
162,000

0.00
0.22
2.36
3.68

SubTotal Developer Overhead Costs
Financing Costs

Project Plan Review Fees & Building Permit
and Inspection Fees
Impact Fees
Connection Fees
Property Tax
SubTotal Taxes & Fees
Property Promotion

252,000

Marketing
Signage

45,000
25,000

SubTotal Property Promotion
Studies & Design

70,000

ALTA Survey
Architecture & Design
Civil Engineering Onsite
Environmental Study
Geotechnical Investigation
Traffic Study

10,000
292,679
36,585
5,000
15,000
-

SubTotal Studies & Design

359,264

0.66
0.36
1.02
0.15
4.27
0.53
0.07
0.22
0.00
5.24

Total Soft Costs
Total Construction Costs
Total Hard Costs
Total Soft Costs
Total Construction Costs
Building Square Footage
Construction Costs per Square Foot

1,036,491
Total

7,316,985
1,036,491
8,353,475

15.12
/GSF

96.93
15.12
112.05

68,554
121.85

Table 19: Total Construction Cost Estimates
Equipment
ATV/UTV Rentals
Snowmobile Rentals
Express Van
Simulator Ranges

Total

Total
137,700
57,145
32,990
480,000
707,835

/GSF

7.00

7.00

Table 20: Equipment Cost Estimates
After adding the equipment cost and land acquisition to the total
construction costs, the entire project is anticipated to require an initial investment of $9.98M.
The facility’s capital stack is shown in Table 21. The proposed structure includes multiple sources of capital, including owner equity,
Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing, debt, and Tax Increment Financing (TIF).

Risk Mitigation

Builder's Risk Insurance
Legal Fees
Performance & Completion Bond
Property, Liability, & Casualty Insurance
Title Policy & Updates

25,000
8,000
50,000
18,000
15,000

SubTotal Risk Mitigation
SubTotal Soft Costs

116,000
942,264

0.36
0.12
0.73
0.26
0.22
1.69
13.74

Soft Cost Contingency
Total Soft Costs

94,226
1,036,491

1.37
15.12

Table 18: Soft Construction Cost Estimates
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SOURCES
Private Investment
Owner Equity
PACE Financing
Debt
Non-Traditional Financing
Grants and Donations
Tax Increment Financing
Total

Total
6,583,766
1,745,307
1,391,390
3,447,070
3,400,000
1,400,000
2,000,000
9,983,766

/SF
96.04
25.46
20.30
50.28
49.60
20.42
29.17
145.63

PCT
66%
17%
14%
35%
34%
14%
20%
100%

USES
Building Hard Costs
Building Soft Costs
Building Subtotal
Equipment
Land Acq
Total

Total
7,316,985
1,036,491
8,353,475
707,835
922,456
9,983,766

/SF
106.73
15.12
121.85
10.33
13.46
145.63

PCT
73%
10%
84%
7%
9%
100%

This column Intentionally left blank

Table 21: Capital Stack
Under the proposed model, TIF financing is only required for the first
fifteen years of the project, and the amount provided to the operator decreases over time.
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Under the proposed scenario, the operator achieves a nominal 2% return during the first two years of operations, growing to 5% in year three.
Year four dips back down to 3% due to the cost of buying new motorsports equipment to renew the fleet. Year five, the first year which the outdoor services reach stabilization, the operator is projected to achieve a 10% cash-on-cash return. The objective is to maintain the approximate 1015% cash-on-cash return during the length of the TIF financing incentive, taking into consideration that the first few years of operations with minimal returns will need to be made up for with a larger return in the stabilized years. A simplified pro forma for the first ten years of operations,
including public incentives through TIF, is shown in Table 22.

Gross Revenue
Expenses
EBITA
Debt Service
TIF Loan Payment
Expenses W/ debt and TIF obligation
Free Cash Flow
TIF Provided to Operator
Cash Flow After Incentives
Operator Cash-on-Cash Return

Yr 1
2,105,241
1,833,971
271,270
292,869
149,889
2,276,729
(171,488)
210,068
38,580
2%

Yr 2
2,259,119
1,976,832
282,287
292,869
149,889
2,419,590
(160,472)
193,758
33,287
2%

Simplified Pro Forma
Yr 3
Yr 4
Yr 5
2,469,057
2,728,019
3,080,790
2,117,637
2,416,470
2,546,309
351,420
311,550
534,481
292,869
292,869
292,869
149,889
149,889
149,889
2,560,395
2,859,228
2,989,067
(91,338)
(131,209)
91,723
198,846
203,961
121,612
107,508
72,753
213,335
5%
3%
10%

Yr 6
3,286,856
2,707,514
579,342
292,869
149,889
3,150,272
136,584
122,876
259,460
12%

Yr 7
3,492,214
2,834,330
657,884
292,869
149,889
3,277,088
215,126
82,769
297,895
14%

Yr 8
3,697,971
3,145,771
552,200
230,592
149,889
3,526,252
171,719
83,629
255,348
12%

Yr 9
3,793,277
3,224,024
569,253
230,592
149,889
3,604,505
188,772
84,497
273,269
13%

Yr 10
3,906,497
3,310,892
595,605
230,592
149,889
3,691,373
215,124
42,687
257,811
12%

Table 22: Simplified Ten-Year Pro Forma

See Appendix A for a detailed 15-year pro forma and cash flow
statement. Additional detail can also be found in the supplemental
Excel spreadsheet.

tourism, create a regional draw, and ultimately help in the County’s
process of diversifying its economy. The facility will play a critical role
in setting a new vision for the community and providing a visual anchor that will help to develop and expand the outdoor recreation
and shooting sports cluster for the Town.

Conclusion
The proposed Center for Outdoor Adventure in Meeker will require
public participation through TIF as well as coordinating and facilitating grant applications, but the funding gap can be closed by utilizing
available tools to create a project that will be attractive to the private sector. The public sector has the opportunity to invest strategically to create an asset that can be leveraged to stabilize seasonal
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Appendix A – Pro Forma and Cash Flow Statements
INCOME
Sales Proceeds
Number of Members
Membership Revenue
Membership Food/Beverage
Membership Ammunition
Weapon Rental
Targets
Membership Subtotal

Yr 0

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 7

Yr 8

59
18,397
6,439
27,595
119
1,068
53,618

79
18,595
6,508
27,892
158
1,424
54,577

99
22,749
7,962
34,123
198
1,780
66,812

119
26,903
9,416
40,354
237
2,136
79,047

138
35,211
12,324
52,817
277
2,492
103,121

158
39,365
13,778
59,048
317
2,849
115,356

178
43,519
15,232
65,279
356
3,205
127,591

198
47,673
16,686
71,510
396
3,561
139,826

Non-member admissions
Non-member Food and Beverage
Non-member Ammunition
Non-member Weapon Rental
Targets
Non-member Subtotal

140,986
49,345
352,464
8,459
16,918
568,172

161,126
56,394
402,816
9,668
19,335
649,339

181,267
63,444
453,168
10,876
21,752
730,507

201,408
70,493
503,520
12,084
24,169
811,674

241,690
84,591
604,224
14,501
29,003
974,009

281,971
98,690
704,928
16,918
33,837
1,136,344

322,253
112,788
805,632
19,335
38,670
1,298,679

Ancillary Services
Facility Rental for Events
Training
Pro Shop Sales
ATVs & Razors rentals/tours
ATV Sales and Service
Snowmobile rentals/tours
Sight-seeing/wildlife tours
Horseback riding (booking fees)
Hunting and Misc. booking fees
Fly fishing lessons
Fly fishing tours
Backpacking trips
Ancillary Services Subtotal
Gross Operating Income

36,000
35,000
640,000
166,733
216,000
69,094
74,498
5,321
25,000
70,950
106,425
38,431
1,483,451
2,105,241

36,720
35,700
652,800
181,890
220,320
76,757
82,760
5,911
25,500
78,819
116,100
41,925
1,555,202
2,259,119

37,454
36,414
665,856
212,205
224,726
89,473
96,470
6,891
26,010
91,876
135,450
48,913
1,671,738
2,469,057

38,203
37,142
679,173
257,678
229,221
108,571
117,062
8,362
26,530
111,488
164,475
59,394
1,837,298
2,728,019

38,968
37,885
692,757
303,150
233,805
127,796
137,791
9,842
27,061
131,230
193,500
69,875
2,003,660
3,080,790

39,747
38,643
706,612
306,182
238,481
129,437
139,560
9,969
27,602
132,915
195,435
70,574
2,035,156
3,286,856

40,542
39,416
720,744
309,213
243,251
130,726
140,950
10,068
28,154
134,238
197,370
71,273
2,065,945
3,492,214

Yr 9

Yr 10

Yr 11

Yr 12

Yr 13

Yr 14

Yr 15

198
41,541
14,539
62,312
396
3,561
122,349

198
41,541
14,539
62,312
396
3,561
122,349

200
42,372
14,830
63,558
404
3,632
124,796

200
43,219
15,127
64,829
412
3,705
127,291

200
44,084
15,429
66,126
420
3,779
129,837

200
44,965
15,738
67,448
428
3,854
132,434

200
45,865
16,053
68,797
437
3,931
135,083

362,534
126,887
906,336
21,752
43,504
1,461,014

382,675
133,936
956,688
22,961
45,921
1,542,181

402,816
140,986
1,007,040
24,169
48,338
1,623,348

410,872
143,805
1,027,181
24,652
49,305
1,655,815

419,090
146,681
1,047,724
25,145
50,291
1,688,932

427,472
149,615
1,068,679
25,648
51,297
1,722,710

436,021
152,607
1,090,052
26,161
52,323
1,757,165

444,741
155,659
1,111,854
26,684
53,369
1,792,308

41,353
40,204
735,159
312,245
248,116
132,008
142,333
10,167
28,717
135,555
199,305
71,971
2,097,132
3,697,971

42,180
41,008
749,862
315,276
253,078
133,290
143,715
10,265
29,291
136,871
201,240
72,670
2,128,747
3,793,277

43,023
41,828
764,859
318,308
258,140
134,572
145,097
10,364
29,877
138,187
203,175
73,369
2,160,800
3,906,497

43,884
42,665
780,156
324,674
263,303
137,263
147,999
10,571
30,475
140,951
207,239
74,836
2,204,016
3,984,627

44,761
43,518
795,760
331,167
268,569
140,009
150,959
10,783
31,084
143,770
211,383
76,333
2,248,096
4,064,319

45,657
44,388
811,675
337,790
273,940
142,809
153,978
10,998
31,706
146,646
215,611
77,860
2,293,058
4,145,606

46,570
45,276
827,908
344,546
279,419
145,665
157,057
11,218
32,340
149,579
219,923
79,417
2,338,919
4,228,518

47,501
46,182
844,466
351,437
285,007
148,578
160,199
11,443
32,987
152,570
224,322
81,005
2,385,697
4,313,088

Table 23: Income Statement
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EXPENSES
Development Costs
Loan
Balloon Payment
Property Tax
Insurance
Utilities
Maint & Repairs
Salaries and Wages
Marketing
Ammunition COGS
Food and Beverage COGS
Targets COGS
Pro Shop COGS
ATV sales and service COGS
Trash
ATV/UTV Maintenance
ATV/UTV Replacement
Snowmobile Maintenance
Snowmobile Replacement
Van Maintenance
Van Replacement
Admin & Misc
Cap Ex
Total Expenses

Yr 0
-9,983,766
353,918

Yr 1

162,000
68,554
205,662
68,554
187,000
70,000
266,041
33,470
8,993
448,000
151,200
5,531
29,250
41,310
5,650
17,144
1,735
2,177
51,416
10,283
1,833,971

Yr 2

163,620
69,925
209,776
69,925
210,000
125,000
301,496
37,741
10,380
456,960
154,224
5,642
29,835
42,136
5,763
17,486
1,770
2,221
52,444
10,489
1,976,832

Yr 3

165,256
71,324
213,971
71,324
278,000
127,500
341,104
42,843
11,766
466,099
157,308
5,754
30,432
42,979
5,878
17,836
1,805
2,265
53,493
10,699
2,117,637

Yr 4

166,909
72,750
218,251
72,750
283,560
350,000
380,712
47,945
13,153
475,421
160,455
5,870
31,040
43,839
5,996
18,193
1,841
2,311
54,563
10,913
2,416,470

Yr 5

168,578
74,205
222,616
74,205
289,231
357,000
459,928
58,149
15,748
484,930
163,664
5,987
31,661
44,715
6,116
18,557
1,878
2,357
55,654
11,131
2,546,309

Yr 6

170,264
75,689
227,068
75,689
295,016
400,000
534,783
67,481
18,343
494,628
166,937
6,107
32,294
45,610
6,238
18,928
1,916
2,404
56,767
11,353
2,707,514

Yr 7

171,966
77,203
231,609
77,203
300,916
408,000
609,638
76,812
20,937
504,521
170,276
6,229
32,940
46,522
6,363
19,306
1,954
2,452
57,902
11,580
2,834,330

Yr 8

173,686
78,747
236,241
78,747
306,934
600,000
684,492
86,144
23,532
514,611
173,681
6,353
33,599
47,452
6,490
19,692
1,993
2,501
59,060
11,812
3,145,771

Yr 9

175,423
80,322
240,966
80,322
313,073
612,000
713,300
89,085
24,741
524,903
177,155
6,480
34,271
48,401
6,620
20,086
2,033
2,551
60,242
12,048
3,224,024

Yr 10

Yr 11

Yr 12

Yr 13

Yr 14

Yr 15

177,177
81,929
245,786
81,929
319,335
624,240
748,546
93,315
25,949
535,401
180,698
6,610
34,956
49,369
6,752
20,488
2,073
2,602
61,446
12,289
3,310,892

178,949
83,567
250,701
83,567
325,721
636,725
763,517
95,181
26,468
546,110
184,312
6,742
35,656
50,357
6,887
20,898
2,115
2,654
62,675
12,535
3,375,338

180,738
85,238
255,715
85,238
332,236
649,459
778,787
97,085
26,998
557,032
187,998
6,877
36,369
51,364
7,025
21,316
2,157
2,707
63,929
12,786
3,441,055

182,546
86,943
260,830
86,943
338,880
662,448
794,363
99,027
27,538
568,172
191,758
7,015
37,096
52,391
7,166
21,742
2,200
2,761
65,207
13,041
3,508,069

184,371
88,682
266,046
88,682
345,658
675,697
810,250
101,007
28,088
579,536
195,593
7,155
37,838
53,439
7,309
22,177
2,244
2,817
66,512
13,302
3,576,405

186,215
90,456
271,367
90,456
352,571
689,211
826,455
103,027
28,650
591,126
199,505
7,298
38,595
54,508
7,455
22,620
2,289
2,873
67,842
13,568
3,646,089

Table 24: Statement of Expenses
Total Expenses
Cash Flow
Net Operating Income
Expense Ratio
Debt Service (equipment)
Debt Service (facility)
Property Tax TIF
TIF (%)
Sales TIF
Sales TIF (%)
Other Public Incentive
Total Available Public Incentive
TIF Loan Payment
TIF to Owner
Net Cash Flow

1,833,971

(9,629,849)

1,976,832

2,117,637

2,416,470

2,546,309

2,707,514

2,834,330

3,145,771

3,224,024

3,310,892

3,375,338

3,441,055

3,508,069

3,576,405

3,646,089

271,270
87.11%
62,277
230,592

282,287
87.50%
62,277
230,592

351,420
85.77%
62,277
230,592

311,550
88.58%
62,277
230,592

534,481
82.65%
62,277
230,592

579,342
82.37%
62,277
230,592

657,884
81.16%
62,277
230,592

552,200
85.07%
230,592

569,253
84.99%
230,592

595,605
84.75%
230,592

609,289
84.71%
230,592

623,264
84.66%
230,592

637,537
84.62%
230,592

652,113
84.58%
230,592

666,999
84.54%
230,592

155,571
100%
54,496
100%
210,068
(149,889)
60,179
38,580

141,472
90%
52,286
90%
193,758
(149,889)
43,869
33,287

142,945
90%
55,902
90%
198,846
(149,889)
48,958
107,508

144,432
90%
59,529
90%
203,961
(149,889)
54,073
72,753

121,612
75%
0%
121,612
(149,889)
(28,277)
213,335

122,876
75%
0%
122,876
(149,889)
(27,012)
259,460

82,769
50%
0%
82,769
(149,889)
(67,120)
297,895

83,629
50%
0%
83,629
(149,889)
(66,260)
255,348

84,497
50%
0%
84,497
(149,889)
(65,392)
273,269

42,687
25%
0%
42,687
(149,889)
(107,202)
257,811

43,130
25%
0%
43,130
(149,889)
(106,759)
271,938

17,431
10%
0%
17,431
(149,889)
(132,458)
260,214

17,612
10%
0%
17,612
(149,889)
(132,277)
274,667

17,794
10%
0%
17,794
(149,889)
(132,094)
289,426

17,979
10%
0%
17,979
(149,889)
(131,910)
304,496

Table 25: Cash Flow Statement
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Appendix B – Contacts Made During the Development of this Study
Business / Entity

Name

Position / Title

POTENTIAL OPERATORS CONTACTED
406 Precision Maximum Shooting
Jordan Harmon
Owner
Wildland Trekking
Scott Cundy
Co-Owner & Marketing Director
Canyonlands Jeep & Car Rental
Steve
Owner
Colorado Wilderness Rides & Guides
Josh Baruch
Owner
Western River Expeditions
Brian Merril
Owner
TNT Guns & Range
Tanner Nattress
Owner
The High Lonesome Ranch
Paul Vahldiek
CEO
LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS AND ENTITIES CONTACTED
Arapaho National Forest
Robin Winston
Colorado Parks & Wildlife
Bill deVergie
Area 6 Wildlife Manager
Meeker Sportsmen's Club
John Taylor
Secretary / Treasurer
Rio Blanco County Sherrif's Department
Anthony Mazzola
Sherrif
Meeker Police Department
Bob Harvey
Chief
CNCC - National Park Service Program
Rick Mossman
Academy Chief Ranger
Rangely Police Department
Vinnie Wilczek
Chief
Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
Don Miller
Law Enforcement Officer
United States Forest Service (USFS)
Curtis Keetch
District Ranger
Eastern Rio Blanco County Parks & Recreation
Shaun
Executive Director
White River National Forest Rio Blanco Ranger District
Patricia Wyatt
Permit Coordinator
White River Snowmobile Club
Shane Pfeiffer
Club Owner/Operator
OTHER
Royal Tine Guide School
Cody Hensen
Owner
Whitetail Heaven Outfitters
Tevis McCauley
Owner / Hunting Guide
Colorado Trout Unlimited
David Nickum
Executive Director
Outdoors International
Clay Owens
Hunting / Outfitter Consultant
Colorado Search & Rescue Board
Paul Woodward
President
National Association for Search and Rescue
Chris Boyer
Executive Director
Easton Foundations
Doug Engh
Outdoor Director
National Shootings Sports Foundation
Pope and Young Foundation
Idaho Guide and Outfitting Association
Colorado Outfitters
Colorado State Archery Association
National Field Archery Association
The Shooting Academy
Action Target
Weber County Shooting Range
MSZU Ulm, Germany Shooting Center
-

Table 26: Contacts Associated with the Center
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Business / Entity
Adam's Lodge
Bearcat Outfitters
Big City Mountaineers
Buford Guide Service
Code of the West Outfitters
Eagles Nest Outfitting
Fritzlan & Family
H & H Outfitting
J Bar H Outfitting
James Creek Outfitters
JML Outfitting
Lone Tom Outfitting
Lost Solar Outfitters
Louisiana Purchase Ranch
Nine Mile Guest Ranch
Oak Ridge
Ripple Creek Lodge
Sable Mountain Outfitters
Sheep Creek Ranch Outfitters
Sombrero Ranches, LLC
Trappers Lake Lodge
Villa Ranch
Welder Outfitters
Western Outdoor Adventures
QRS Outdoors

Name
FLAT TOPS WILDERNESS PERMITTED BUSINESSES
Bruce Clatterbaugh
Seth Peters
Tom Tucker
Joe Wood
Donald Dockins
Cole Fritzlan
John & Tawny Halandras
Jeanne Horne
Richard Ott
Marie Haskett
Paul Janke
Gary Stagner
Rick Tingle
Rocky & Margaret Pappas
Russell Overton
Dan
Ann Marie Scritchfield
Daren Olson
Mary K. Krueger
Shawn Welder
Jeff & Shey Musgrave
Quentin Smith

Position / Title
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide
Owner / Hunting Guide

Table 27: Local Outfitters and NF Permitted Businesses Contacted
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